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ABSTRACTS
Prosodic Patterns in Ramari Hatohobei
Vasiliki Vita (SOAS, University of London)
With only a couple of resources (Capell, 1969, van den Berg, 2014) describing the languages of Sonsorol-Tobi, and only their phonetics and morphology, this paper focuses on the prosodic patterns in
Ramari Hatohobei, or Tobian, a severely endangered Micronesian language. The primary aim of this
paper is to identify the extent to which data from the ELAR collection, “Documenting Ramari Hatohobei, the Tobian language, a severely endangered Micronesian language” (Black and Black, 2014)

sensitive, while pitch assignment is syllable sensitive. Recordings have been transcribed and glossed
using ELAN (2020), while spectrograms have been extracted using Praat (Boersma and Weenink,
2020) from conversations, descriptions and stories. The ToBI (Silverman et al, 1992) conventions have
been used for the analysis of prosodic patterns. Finally, the curators and speakers have been consulted in order to provide their insights.
References:
Black, P. W. and Black, B.W. (2014). Documenting Ramari Hatohobei, the Tobian language, a severely
endangered Micronesian language. London: SOAS, Endangered Languages Archive. Available
at: http://elar.soas.ac.uk/deposit/0295 (Accessed 9 September 2020).
Boersma, P. & Weenink, D. (2020). Praat: doing phonetics by computer [Computer program]. Version
6.1.16. Available at: http://www.praat.org/ (Accessed 6 June 2020).
Capell, A. (1969). Grammar and vocabulary of the language of Sonsorol-Tobi. Sydney: University of
Sydney.
ELAN (Version 5.9) [Computer software]. (2020). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive. Available at: https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan (Accessed 10 September 2020).
Rehg, K. (1993). Proto-Micronesian Prosody. Oceanic Linguistics Publications, Tonality in Austronesian
Languages, 24. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, pp. 25-46.
Silverman, K., E., Beckman, M., Pierrehumbert, J., Ostendorf, M., Wightman, C., Price, P., Hirschberg,
J. (1992). ToBI: A Standard Scheme for Labeling Prosody. International Conference Spoken
Language Processing.
van den Berg, E. (2014). Linguistic Sketch of Hatohobeian and Sonsorolese: a study of phonology and
morphology. BA Thesis. Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,VU Amsterdam.
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Temporal Expressions in Philippine Languages:
Perspectives from Diachronic Linguistics
Noah Cruz (University of the Philippines Diliman)
es. In tracing the development of these expressions, data from dictionaries and other published materials were used. Additional data were also collected from speakers of some of the languages that were
surveyed. This paper primarily argues that the ancestral meaning of the word ta n found in several
PLs is ‘time’ and not ‘year’ (see Table 1) and the term panahon ‘time; weather’ stems from this root. It
can be said that in the course of the development of the temporal expressions in the surveyed Philippine languages, several semantic changes have taken place. The data gathered for this study also give
of celestial bodies and various occurrences in the environment as primary time indicators. Moreover,
the data reveals that loan words and concepts from Spanish, Sanskrit, and Malay have greatly contributed in shaping the temporal systems of various Philippine ethnolinguistic groups.
Keywords: time, temporal expressions, diachronic linguistics, Philippine languages

References:
Asian Folklore Studies, 44(2), 231-240.
The concept of time in Sagada Igorot: Descriptive analysis [Unpublished mas-
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A more detailed early Austronesian phylogeny
Laurent Sagart (CNRS – emeritus)
A phylogeny of the early phase of Austronesian, including the Malayo-Polynesian and Kra-Dai protolanguages, will be presented. It is consistent with, but more detailed than, one based on a nesting

increase over the preceding proposal: 29 lexical, 3 morphological, 1 sound change, 1 metathesis, 1
vowel syncope. Of the 29 lexical innovations, 12 concern numerals, 13 basic vocabulary; 4 more
concern non-basic cultural vocabulary.
The new tree is consistent with published evidence for Tsouic, Rukai-Tsouic, north Formosan
and Atayalic. It is not
that author); it is also not
this subgroup is now thought to have no more than three branches: western (Papora, Hoanya),
central (Bunun+Rukai-Tsouic) and the very large eastern branch (Kavalan, Amis+Puyuma, Paiwan,
MalayoPolynesian+Kra-Dai).
Highlights of the new phylogeny include an etymology for *puluq ‘10’; clade-supporting roles
for the maka-/paka- ‘abilitative’ construction and for Ca-reduplicated numbers used in human count-

References:
In Sanchez-Mazas A, Blench R, Ross M, Peiros I, Lin M, eds. Past human migrations in East Asia:
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matching archaeology, linguistics and genetics
of Asia, London: Routledge.
Blust, R. (1999) Subgrouping, circularity and extinction: some issues in Austronesian comparative
linguistics. In: Elizabeth Zeitoun and Paul Jen-kuei Li (eds.) Selected Papers from the Eighth
International Conference on Austronesian linguistics, 31-94. Taipei: Institute of Linguistics.
Ross, M. (2012) In defense of Nuclear Austronesian (and against Tsouic). Language and Linguistics 13,
6: 1253-1330.

A more detailed Austronesian phylogeny. Supporting evidence is presented for inspection at
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Towards a cross-linguistic description of diathesis
including the Austronesian languages
Natalie Roller (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Throughout grammatical descriptions of the languages of the world, the dimension of diathesis (from
Greek
tion of the terms vox activa and vox passiva in Latin grammars to describe the morphological side of
the Greek phenomenon of diathesis, the latter term has mostly been regarded as a synonym for voice.
grammatical voice
guishable categories of active, passive, medium and antipassive as the most common voices found in
many languages. Applicative

The Austronesian language family has added particularly to the discussion around the term of
diathesis: the very common structure of symmetrical voice and the many applicative forms of verbs
diathesis and/or grammatical voice. Though very diverse in their
would like to discuss more closely in my talk: How can the dimension of diathesis be described in
languages, and how do the many phenomena of voice
Although the term diathesis is “[n]ot usual in English, but available as a term for voice-like categories in general” (Matthews 2014), it seems to be used disproportionally often in the context of

voice, in a broader sense to cover both valency-changing and valency-neutral alternations concerning
diathesis as a linguislanguages across the world, including Austronesian ones:
Diathesis
actants onto the semantic valency-structure of an event, depending
on the salience of each participant in the discourse.
The question of which semantic roles can be realized as a subject and in which way this peculiar dispo-

grammatical voice:
Grammatical voice is a mere morphologic dimension of the verb appearing in
a sentence. Like other verbal categories, voice primarily aligns with semantic
role.
esis system. Austronesian languages are included as well, even those where a ‘lack’ of valency-change
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in cases of morphological changes of verbal voice
how the language’s diathesis system should be described as a whole.
Outline of the talk
Starting with the very origin of the term diathesis in Ancient Greek, my talk will investigate the categories
diathesis as a dimension. There will be a brief tracking of how the concept of diathesis was adapted in
the description of other Indo-European languages, especially into the description of Romance and
Germanic languages, and how it (was) changed throughout this process. We will see that the term
diathesis
logically distinguishable) voices
voice phenomena can greatly vary, thus the mere description of individual voice phenomena will not
In a second part, the aspects of valency, transitivity and event structure will be outlined to
a semantic component of both valency and transitivity will be evaluated. From this point, the above
diathesis and voice will be explained. The last part will consist of looking at
the example of a (well, yet very diversely described) Austronesian language, Tagalog, and to depict its
diathesis system and its voice
References:
Matthews, P. H. (32014): The Concise Oxford dictionary of linguistics. Oxford University Press. DOI:
Himmelmann, Nikolaus P. (2002): “Voice in western Austronesian: an update.” In: WOUK, Fay &
Malcolm ROSS (eds.) The history and typology of western Austronesian voice systems
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Loss of distinctive front-back parameter
in Fakamae (Vanuatu):
A phonetic study
Amy Dewar and Bill Palmer (University of Newcastle)
This paper presents an unusual vowel system in Fakamae, a language of the Vanuatu Loyalties Outlier
neme melodies, the front-back parameter has been largely lost as a distinctive feature. Synchronic
vowels are all front or front-central, with the rounded vowels showing a wide range of F2 formants
distinguished largely by rounding. In addition, there is some evidence that the two rounded vowels
may be collapsing into a single phoneme.
the same. Unrounded front /i/ and /e/ and central / / tokens in our data appear in relatively tight
range of F1 and F2 formant frequencies, especially F2 (front-back parameter); b) substantial overlap
two rounded vowels. Both display F2 token clusters across a wide range, with a small tight back cluster and large looser front cluster, and scattering of tokens in the central range. Low mid /œ/ displays
/ø/ shows a similar pattern, with a
2400-2600 and single token around 2100 (females) and looser cluster around 2300-3000 (males).
When compared with the corresponding unrounded vowel, the range for /i/ falls within the range of
the front cluster for /ø/, and the mean for each is within the range of the other (Table 1). The range for
/e/ falls entirely within the range for /œ/, and the mean for each is within the range of the other (Table
formant. The front-back parameter is only residually distinctive in Fakamae, in each rounded vowel’s
back cluster formed from a minority of tokens.
The two rounded vowels can be distinguished from each other only by height. However, that
distinction may be breaking down. The F1 formant ranges for /ø/ and /œ/ almost entirely overlap (Table
3), and the mean for each is within the range of the other. Most rounded vowel tokens could be either:
all but one male token of /œ/ fall within the male range of /ø/, and 70% of female tokens of /ø/ fall
within the female range of /œ/. The relatively low position of the higher of the two (/ø/ rather than /y/)
/ø/ and /œ/ may indicate that in
addition to the fronting of the two rounded vowels, the distinction between them is being neutralised.
No vowel formants are available for three other VLO languages, but the Fakamae system
and unrounded front and central vowels. Mele-Fila vowels are not described, but the rounded vowels

have rounded high and mid front vowels, but these are separately innovated in addition to
the retained back rounded vowels, two of several vowels added to the original system through
contact with non-Polynesian Iaai (Djoupa 2013:50-52; Ozanne-Rivierre 1994:534,540-542). However,
non-Polynesian Central Vanuatu languages Namakir and Nakanamanga and creole Bislama. All have
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References:
Futuna-Aniwa dictionary, with grammatical introduction. Canberra: PL.
Clark, R. 1994. A dictionary of the Mele language (Atara Imere), Vanuatu. Canberra: PL.
The Oceanic languages. Richmond:
Crowley, T. 2004. Bislama reference grammar. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press.
Djoupa, A. 2013. Analyse syntaxique et sémantique de Fagauvea (Ouvéa, Iles Loyauté, Kanaky-Nouvelle-Calédonie). PhD thesis: Lacito CNRS, Paris.
West Futuna-Aniwa: an introduction to a Polynesian outlier language. Berkeley:
University of California Press.
Ozanne-Rivierre, F. 1994. Iaai loanwords and phonemic changes in Fagauvea. In T. Dutton & D. T. Tryon
(eds). Language Contact and Change in the Austronesian World. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.
523-549
Schütz, A.J. 1969. Nguna grammar. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press.
Sperlich, W.B. 1991. Namakir. A description of a Central Vanuatu language. PhD Thesis: University of
Auckland.
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Conjunctions in Siraya
Paul Jenkuei Li (Institute of Linguistics, Academia Sinica)
A conjunction is a word that connects parts of sentences, phrases, or clauses, such as “and”, “or”,
“but”, “(and) then”, and “so that” in English. These words usually appear between two parts, e.g.,
the second part, as in English. The same holds true in most Formosan languages, e.g., foting ato hemay
mamaliku ru’ kanayril ‘man and woman’ in Atayal, acipul mas sibus ‘corn and
sugarcane’ in Bunun, boesum a ta ‘heaven and earth’ in Favorlang, tapi matta tuku ‘bag and hoe’ in
Kanakanavu, muru tRi tiRuR ‘orange and egg’ in Kavalan, hapuy u tamaku ‘match and cigarette’ in
Pazih, kuarabakan aw wawadiyan ‘relatives and siblings’ in Puyuma, comay si Likolaw ‘bear and leopard’ in Rukai, loehong ki ‘aesho’ ‘mortar and pestle’ in Saisiyat, mairange hla ‘intavnge ‘potato and taro’
in Saaroa, minparaw numa maqaquya ‘dance and sing’ in Thao, and voec ho kos ‘string and hook’ in
Tsou.
the third conjoined noun, as in (1):
(1)

Ni-k´<m>a
ta
ti
Jesus tyni-æn,
“Ti
jau
ta
PFV-say<AV> NOM PN Jesus 3SG-OBL
PN
1SG.NOM NOM
darang, ki ka-d'llig-an,
ki
kæuagh-an
appa.
way
OBL KA-true-LV
OBL live-LV
and
‘Jesus said to them, "I am the way, and the truth, and the life.”’ (John 14.6)

When there are two clauses in a sentence, the conjunctive appa may appear right after the predicate
of the second clause instead of before it, as in (2):
(2) “ Pani
another

ta
d<m>ierri,
NOM sow<AV>

pani
another

appa ta
ma-ajam.”
and NOM AV-reap

Similarly, the alternative conjunctive lava ‘or’ does not appear at the very beginning of the second
conjoined noun phrase or clause; instead it appears right after the head noun of the second conjoined
noun phrase, as in (3):
(3)

Ni-tna-'msing
PFV-TNA-believe
Mei-sasou,
ti
MEI-authority PN

kauwa
tyni-æn
Q
3SG-OBL
ma-mang
lava
RED-who
or

ta
ti
ma-mang
ki
NOM PN
RED-who
OBL
ka
na
Fariseen?
LK
of
Pharisees

Similarly, the term ra ‘but’ may also appear in the second position right after the predicate in a clause
or after another conjunctive irou ‘when’, as in (4):
(4)

Ti
jau
ta
na
ngara ki
Karæumættæh,
PN
1SG-NOM
NOM of
vine OBL grape
ymoumi
ra
ta
pehil.
2PL.NOM
but NOM branch
‘I am the vine, but you are the branches’ (John 15.5)
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In this paper I shall discuss the nature of the conjunctives in Siraya, appa ‘and’, ‘lava ‘or’, and ra ‘but’,
there is to treat them as bound. We may wonder why Siraya is so aberrant among Formosan languages. I shall also examine cross-linguistic evidence in Tibeto- Burman languages, in which conjunctives
are bound forms attached to nouns or verbs.
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Dealing with indeterminacy:
The case of verb sequences in Papuan Malay
Angela Kluge (SIL International)
This paper describes indeterminate sequences of verbs in Papuan Malay, an eastern Malay language,
spoken in coastal West Papua, on the island of New Guinea.
Papuan Malay very commonly employs serial verb constructions (SVCs) to encode complex
events by means of verb sequences, as in (1), or to express grammatical categories, as in (2).
(1)

saya bawa
pulang
sabit
go.home
sickle
1SG bring
‘I brought the sickle home’

(2)

sa
menuju tempat di mana dia ada makang hasil
kebung ini
aim.at
place at where 3SG exist eat
product garden D.PROX
1SG
[About hunting pigs:] ‘I approach the place where it is eating the crops of this garden’

tions in which two or more verb-stems are juxtaposed without any connecting morphology to form
a complex predicate; (b) SVCs combine with a single set of core (and peripheral) arguments; and (c)
SVCs describe single events.
Papuan Malay also very commonly employs clause chaining to encode distinct but related
events, namely the temporal sequentiality of such events as in (3), or, less commonly, their temporal
simultaneity, as in (4).
(3)

Fiki
nanti
ko kejar saya, ko liat, ko tunggu
Fiktor very.soon 2SG chase 1SG 2SG see 2SG wait
‘Fiki, in a moment you chase (me), you observe (me), you wait’

(4)

Lina tra makang, Beni tra makang, Wili tra makang, e, paytua tra makang
Beni NEG eat
Wili NEG eat
uh husband NEG eat
Lina NEG eat
‘Lina
Beni
Wili
husband

Clause chaining constructions share a number of compositional and functional features that have also
er, and (b) each verb in such a construction takes its own set of core (and peripheral) arguments.
tion between independent and dependent clauses within a clause chaining construction; instead,
the juxtaposed clauses remain of the same rank. Neither does Papuan Malay clause chaining employ
the typical Papuan trait of a concomitant switch reference system. Instead, chaining constructions in
In Papuan Malay, however, verbs allow but not require core arguments. In consequence,
the use of elision is pervasive in Papuan Malay. That is, core arguments are very commonly omitted if
the identity of their referent was established earlier. One result of this elision are sequences of verbs
of indeterminate status. That is, such a construction may be interpreted as a SVC or as a same-subject
clause chain with elided subject.
The utterance in (5) is part of a narrative about unexpected visitors.
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(5a)

sa
cepat-cepat lari berdiri
liat
1SG RDP-be.fast run stand
see
‘I ran quickly (and) stood (and) looked’

One interpretation of the four sequential verbs in (5a) is that they encode one complex event, namely
that of running quickly to see the visitors. Following this interpretation, the utterance in (5a) represents a SVC comprised of four verbs, with the SVC breaking down this complex event and accentuatencode distinct but related events, as indicated in (5b).
(5b)

sa
cepat-cepat
lari Ø berdiri Ø liat
1SG
RDP-be.fast
run stand
see
‘I ran quickly, (I) stood, (and I) looked’

Following this interpretation, (5b) represents a clause chain construction that describes three consecutive events related to seeing the visitors: running quickly, standing, looking.
The indeterminate status of verb sequences, as the one in (5), is another example of a pertinent trait of Papuan Malay, namely its “hidden complexity”. Due to its structure that is characterized
speakers to employ particular structures if those are understood from the linguistic or extralinguistic
standing for, what Bisang (2009: 35) calls “hidden complexity”.
In this presentation I will argue that Papuan Malay allows the omission of overt information if
it can be pragmatically inferred. Hence, the meaning of indeterminate verbal sequences needs to be
pragmatically inferred.
References:
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A Conspiracy Motivated by Foot Weight
in Austronesian Historical Phonology
Alexander Smith (University of North Texas)
In Austronesian comparative phonology, schwa has played a central role in numerous sound changes,

from language-to-language and subgroup-to-subgroup but seems to be motivated by some inherent
property of schwa in Austronesian languages.
In this presentation, it is argued that schwa was a weightless vowel, and as such, was unable to
erty of schwa then acts to motivate segmental changes which arise from the general requirement that
feet contain two moras. The sound changes discussed are, 1) deletion of schwa in three-syllable
nucleus, and 3) the shift of schwa to o in only the penultimate syllable while schwa elsewhere
remained unchanged (Examples from the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary [Blust and Trussel,
ongoing]):
Deletion of Schwa in the penultimate syllable of three-syllable words:
Cebuano
adlaw
< PMP *qal jaw ‘day’
bugas
< PMP *b Ras ‘husked rice’
Chamorro
atdaw
< *PMP *qal jaw ‘day’
pugas
< *PMP *b Ras ‘husked rice’

Ilokano

t k n
d pa
Makasarese pan o
tal u

< *PMP *t k n ‘punting pole’
< *PMP *d pah ‘a fathom’
< PMP *p nuq ‘full’
< PMP *t lu ‘three’

Shift of schwa to o in only the penultimate syllable:
Maya’
tol
< PEMP *tolu
< PMP *t lu ‘three’
-metem
< PEMP *qit m
< PMP *qit m ‘black’
Buli
R
< PMP *d
R ‘to hear’
opa
< PEMP *Rob k
< PMP *R b
ble coda weight; in closed syllables, schwa may rely on the coda for weight but in open syllables schwa
is unable to contribute a mora to the word. The result of these three segmental changes is the elimination of a degenerate single-mora foot in favor of a well-formed two-mora foot. For example, PMP
*qa(l jaw) > Cebuano (aldaw) , PMP *(d pah) > Ilokano (d p a) , and PMP *(t lu) > PEMP
R)
R) .
*(tolu) and PMP (d
a single analysis whereby the weightlessness of schwa triggers parallel sound changes in a historical
phonological conspiracy. This is understood to follow from the increased restrictions against subminimal degenerative feed that arose throughout Malayo-Polynesian languages sometime after the diver-

References:
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Lexical roaming:
How cognates of a word for ‘bronze adze’ were
dispersed over China, India, Southeast Asia, and Polynesia
Waruno Mahdi (Fritz Haber Institute)
The word for an item of material culture is not part of basic vocabulary, so that a widespread dispersal
through contacts is not surprising, the less so for an object of metal-age culture, and that in a region
of stone-age beginnings of globalization. Nonetheless, the dispersal of cognates of an apparently
Austro-Tai name of a ceremonial bronze adze opens unexpected insights into early culture contacts.
The ceremonial adze, noted in Chinese as yué
The Old Chinese articulation of yué has been reconstructed as *wjat
-

of Taiwan, told of a legendary homeland named Vasai, or a derivation
of it (Mabuchi 1956: 9). Interestingly, there is a Malayo-Polynesian
similar cognate set Blust (ACD:PWMP*wasay): *wásay
wasay,
Ifugao wáhay
wase, Buginese uwase, Kenyah asai, etc. ‘adze’;
Sangir uwase, Gorontalo uate, etc. ‘iron’, with further cognates in
Chamic languages and some Mon-Khmer languages.
The doublet Vasai ‘homeland’ ~ *wásay ‘adze’ apparently
yué
‘ceremonial adze’ ~ Yué ‘ethnicity and country’.
The word for ‘adze’ seems to have also been brought westwards along a route that would later be known as the ‘silk route’, but
long before it was traveled by Chinese merchants. It then reached
the Indus valley, where the word was taken up as Sanskrit
, then
, Bengali
,
,

; Malayam

From India, the word was then transmitted to Souteast Asia, leading to the virtual protoform
*b si: Acehnese b si, Malay b si, Javanese w si, Makassarese bassi, Tetun bisi ‘iron’.
Reference to certain trees providing very durable timber as ‘ironwood’ by Europeans was
calqued in vernacular Malay as kayu besi (kayu ‘wood’). Apparently via Malay personnel of European
settlers, this was borrowed into Fiji as vesi ‘k.o. hard wood’, then transmitted into Polynesian languages: Rotuman fesi, Tonga fehi, Tikopia fesi, etc. ‘id.’ (Geraghty 2004: 90).
Conclusion: an early word for ‘k.o. ceremonial adze’ and ‘a protohistorical ethnic group that
southwards via the Philippines; another via the West southwards into India and then eastwards into
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Waima´a consonants:
Phonology and typological position in Greater Timor
Kirsten Culhane (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)

stops, as well as glottalised consonants and voiceless sonorants (Hajek and Bowden 2002, Hajek and
Himmelmann 2006). As ejectives are rarely found in Austronesian languages, the presence of ejectives
The contrast between these phenomena and their plain or voiced counterparts can be illustrated by
minimal pairs such as those in (1).
(1)

[k ]
[n k ]
[moki]
[w i]

‘only’
‘strip’
‘bad’
‘water’

[k
[n
[m
[w

] ~ [k’ ] ‘fart, squeal’
k ]
‘take out’
oki]
‘taste’
i]
‘dry in the sun’

[kh ]
[n k ]
[moki]
[w i]

‘cut up’
‘forbid’
‘long time’
‘pound, crush’

nesian and Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP), and the Austronesian languages found in this region belong to
region attest consonantal phenomena similar to those found in Waima’a, including: Meto (Edwards
er Timor region is given in Figure 1. It shows the location of the languages mentioned in this abstract

their behaviour to that of more archetypal clusters and single segments in the language. I consider
variables typically considered when deciding between a single unit or cluster analysis of a given

terms of their phonotactic distribution and frequency, but mostly like single segments in their phonetic realisation.
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one of many languages in this region which attests consonantal phenomena which have some of the
attributes of a cluster and some of the attributes of a single segment. As a result, the consonantal
phenomena attested in Waima'a, in particular ejectives, are not a typologically unusual. Rather, they
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Disyllabic double vowels in languages of the Lesser Sundas
Kirsten Culhane and Owen Edwards
(Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg and Leiden University)
Most languages of the Lesser Sunda islands demonstrate a phonological distinction between vowels
of phonetic durations. One example is Central Lembata, where the vowel length distinction can be
illustrated by minimal pairs such as those in (1).
(1)

[
[
[
[

batu]
nubu]
tali]
boti]

‘throw’
‘grow’
‘again’
‘carry (a person)’

[ba tu ]
[nu bu ]
[ta li ]
[bo ti ]

‘pull something out of the soil’
‘shoot (n.)’
‘add’
‘make a small hill of sand or rice grains’
(Fricke 2019: 49)

option to treat long vowels as single segments which are analysed as belonging to one syllable and
comprising two morae, which we refer to as a true long vowel analysis. The second option is to analyse
phonetically long vowels as sequences of two identical vowels, with both vowels belonging to a single
syllable but still comprising separate morae. We call this analysis a monosyllabic double vowel analysis.
The third kind of analysis is to analyse long vowels as a sequence of two identical vowels with each
vowel belonging to a separate syllable in the phonological representation. We call this analysis
a disyllabic double vowel analysis. Each of these analyses is illustrated in (2).
(2)

a. True long vowel

b. Monosyllabic VV

c. Disyllabic VV

located in the south east of the Malay archipelago. A map of this region is given in Figure 1.

double vowels, despite their realisation as a long vowel with no cues of a syllable boundary during
their production. Evidence for this analysis comes from multiple linguistic sub-domains including: pho-
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notactics, the distribution of stress, morphological processes, and word games. Finding the evidence
for a double vowel analysis of these languages to be robust and widespread, we argue that a double
vowel analysis should be the default analysis for languages of this region with a distinction in vowel
length. This analysis may also be descriptively advantageous for many Austronesian languages outside this region.
The disyllabic double vowel analysis we propose only requires reference to syllables and does
not require reference to morae. As a result, we argue that unless there is independent evidence for
morae, they represent an unnecessary analytical complication in these languages. This extends
the proposal of Schiering et al. (2010) that not all the constituents stipulated by the prosodic hierarchy
(morae, syllables, feet etc) are descriptively necessary for all languages.
References :
Fricke, Hanna. 2019. Traces of language contact: the Flores-Lembata languages in eastern Indonesia.
Doctoral Dissertation, Leiden University.
Schiering, René, Balthasar Bickel, and Kristine A Hildebrandt. 2010. The prosodic word is not universal,
but emergent. Journal of Linguistics
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Perceptions of Kibushi Kisakalava and their place
on the multilingual island of Mayotte
Ahamada Kassime (University of Rennes 2)
linguistic situation because we have two principal local languages: Kibushi (from Malagasy) and
Shimaore (from Comorian). Having become a French department in 2011, Mayotte faces many challennistrative and education purposes. With the growing presence of national schooling, the younger
generations are using French not only in professional settings, but also personal ones. These three
languages often have been in a diglossic and hierarchical relationship.
Kibushi is a Malagasy dialect used by a third of Mahorais (Jamet, 2016) and they exclusively use
it as a spoken language. In Mayotte there are two varieties of Kibushi: Kibushi kisakalava and Kibushi
kiantalautsi, the former which is the focus of this study due to its larger presence on the island. There

chosen for their dispersed location on the island and apparent variation. the study addresses two

Data collection involved interviewing bilingual (Kibushi-French) adults in these four villages in
order to ask them their perceptions on varieties of Kibushi Kisakalava and its relation with the other
village has its “own” Kibushi, there is an existence of isogloss, particularly considering the lexicon and
phonetics. Lexical varieties concern words with morphological similarities (ex: “man” = lalahi (Chiconi); lahulu (M’Tsangamuji), “you” = ano (Chiconi), anau
also words without morphological similarities (ex: “coconut” = makoku (Chiconi), kulukulu (Chiron-

Praat which is a software for
speech analysis in phonetics, we measured the speed of articulations, the intonations and the length
of vowels by analyzing structure of phrases and words: syllables, stress words, accentual phrases
(Goldman, Avanzi, Shwab, 2014). Kibushi from Chiconi is recognizable due to its rhythm, which is
slower and more melodic than the others Kibushi. Indeed, unlike the others Kibuhi, participants identispeed of articulation is slow, the more the degree of the perceived accent will be higher” (Goldman,
Avanzi, Shwab, 2014
ties, one with a slow (Chiconi) and the other a fast (Acoua) rhythm.
Concerning perceptions and language attitudes, these variations permit us to say that there is
an existence of a common social network in each village (Milroy, Wei, 1992): “inhabitants of Mayotte
Kibushiphone persons use representations and linguistic judgements in order to discredit or to laugh
at Kibushi from another village. And among these four villages, we notice that the Kibushi which
participants laughed at kibushi from Chiconi saying that their way to speak is too slow, melodic and
annoying. But unlike the relationship between Kibushi, French and Shimaore where Kibushi is margi-

Kibushi users denounce the fact that Shimaorephone community do not speak Kibushi or reject it
where as in Kibushiphone community Shimaore is generally well received. The reason of this rejection
-
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means “language” and the stem BUSHI means “Malagasy”. This amalgam is discriminatory because
people who use this language are from Mayotte but not foreigners.
Regarding application of this research, to keep the actual multilingual situation in Mayotte, this
research permits us to face some challenges. On linguistic and sociolinguistic levels, Kibushi is still
understudied, so with this research project we describe Kibushi as a language which is likely to be
taught. But we consider that before adopting Kibushi as a language of instruction, we have to know
the monolingual ideology (Blanchet, 2016) promoted by French institution forces schooled and bilinIn our investigation, bilingual parents were pessimistic about the preservation of local languages with
the next generation. Modernization of Mayotte has destroyed frontiers between villages and that
increased social network of the young natives. According to Kibushiphone parents, the young Kibushi
increases this linguistic insecurity phenomenon because it’s a place where the three languages are in
contact and where Kibushi is marginalized. So, the challenge is about how we can build a multilingual
system where French would not be considered as the only language which symbolizes social, professional and school success (Laroussi, 2015). This research is also a way to describe and to be aware of
sociolinguistic situation of Kibushi in an area where local languages move and change because of their
contact with other languages.
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Did Proto Oceanic have a complementizer ni?
René van den Berg (SIL International)
The reconstruction of Proto Oceanic (POc) has made great strides in the past few decades, as
witnessed by the seven-volume series The Lexicon of Proto Oceanic by Malcolm Ross, Andrew Pawley
. POc phointer-clausal syntax has received less attention, possibly due to the fact that “inter-clausal relation-

This presentation argues that POc is likely to have had a complementizer *ni that functioned as
reconstruction comes from seven languages belonging to various branches of Oceanic, each of which
ni
Ru ngaru
3DU want

(3)

ni

havai

Nau gu'-ote

nau ni

Au nanu-ma ni
think-

na la´o mai ni saubogi.
go here IN tomorrow

(Bola)

lea.
go

POc is already reconstructed with a preposition *ni
in *a polo ni niuR (ART juice NI
*a Rumaq ni turuR (ART house NI sleep)
into a more general preposition in a variety of languages and then gradually became a complementizer following verbs of volition and cognition? In that case, reconstructing a separate complimentizer is
ni as
well as a complementizer ni, described as being functionally distinct and homophonous for both
If reconstructing POc *ni
the exact semantic and syntactic constraints of the dependent clause introduced by this conjunction?
Did *ni only follow a limited set of verbs, such as verbs of cognition, volition and phasal verbs? Did
the complement clause allow for person and TAM marking?
This presentation will argue that the weight of evidence does favour a tentative reconstruction
of a complementizer *ni
References:
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The complexity of verbal morphology in Takbanuaz
Bunun and limits on reliable inference
Rik de Busser (National Chengchi University)

Bunun dialect Takbanuaz, this presentation discusses the complex morphological variation of verbal
Although there is a lot of variation in verbal paradigms across the Austronesian languages of
Taiwan and the Philippines, certain broad categorial distinctions commonly reoccur and are often

This talk discusses the problems encountered when categorizing verbs into coherent classes in
verb categorization, even in case of the fundamental distinction between active and stative verbs, and

ers of the undergoer (-un) and locative voice (-an) commonly occur on both active and stative verbs

tinThis presentation also examines to what extent these issues are the result of the inherent

it is also related to practical limitations on data gathering in linguistic research, such as the time and

References:
A Reference Grammar of Paiwan
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Studies in
Language
A Study of Verbal Morphology in Puljetji Paiwan
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of eastern Indonesia and Timor-Leste
Owen Edwards and Charles Grimes
(Leiden University and Language and Culture Unit (UBB))
Malayo-Polynesian family and the way these languages are connected to one another remains unset-

Figure 1: Linguistic Wallacea within Island Southeast Asia

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Timor-Babar
Tanimbar-Bomberai
Aru

We also make proposals for the internal structure of these subgroups on the basis of shared sound
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-

any of these subgroups can be linked together on the basis of exclusively
-
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pre-modern eastern Indonesia
Marian Klamer (Leiden University)
a long history of contact through trade, marriage exchanges, or by indigenous culturally dominant

Untill about a decade ago, knowledge of pre-modern AN-PAP language contact in the region

between individual language pairs or particular island regions, macro-studies like this remained vague
recent years, however, a number of lowerlevel case studies have been published which allow for more

The aim of this talk paper is to present a synthesizing overview of these studies, addressing

and variable language contact outcomes, and the study of such variation helps to reconstruct

First, a situation where AN and PAP languages were spoken in

second type of
contact involved a short period (perhaps only one or two generations) where adult speakers acquired
third contact type involved a stable bilingual society that
a fourth type of contact is found in communities that were never bilingual in an ANPAP language pair,

pointing to AN-PAP bilingualism in the history of any of the Alor Pantar speech communities today
-
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On the semantics of (u)dah in Jakarta Indonesian
Carly J. Sommerlot (University of Texas at Arlington)
Introduction.
markers that overlap with both the perfect aspect and already

-

recently, these discussions have remained relatively descriptive, only informally analyzing the syntax
diagnostics that they then use to discuss the semantics of wis
them to identify wis not as a perfect marker, but as a marker expressing already.
bal dah
sudah, which is generally shortened to either dah or udah, by applying some of the diagnostics
(u)dah
wis, it also lacks others necessary to analyze it as a
marker expressing already
wis and dah
Data.
(u)dah

wis

with adverbs specifying a past time adverbial, and (iv) inchoative interpretation with stative predi-

(i) Compatibility with a habitual interpretation

(u)dah is compatible with a habitual interpretation,
(u)dah freely co-occurs

with biasa
dah
TOP

keluar darah gitu

biasa
-function

DAH

all

(ii) “Earliness” implication
already can be distinguished from the perfect on the basis of
Already can express that an event or state obtained is earlier than another
(u)dah

-

-know

DAH

DAH

(referring to the preparations made for the speaker´s wedding ceremony)
(iii) Compatibility with adverbs specifying a past time adverbial:

(u)dah is compatible with kemarin
(3)

Marin
yesterday

aja
just

udah
DAH

PV-suspect

marin), suggesting it
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(iv) Inchoative interpretation with stative predicates

already combines with stative predi(u)dah

dah
pleasant

that

TOP

DAH

black

(referring to the spots on someone´s skin turning from red to black)

While the diagnostics above indicate that (u)dah has many properties associated with already, it does
already Already can be grouped together with still and not yet based on equivalent
wis,
when scoping over negation, have truth-conditional equivalencies to isek
scope of negation, have truth-conditinal equivalencies to internallynegated isek
(u)dah does not have the semantics of belum
has the semantics of anymore
1:
use

-abstain

more

2:
Enggak udah
DAH yes

Conclusion. While some diagnostics seem to indicate that (u)dah has the semantics of already, it lacks
(u)dah shares a syntactic
property of wis and dah

where dah
(u)dah

already

Selected References:
15th International Symposium n Malay/Indonesian Linguistics,
wis Oceanic Linguistics
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Deictics, syntax and information structure in Äiwoo
Åshild Næss (University of Oslo)
The Oceanic language Äiwoo
e
â

Lâ

kälikäli

le

lâ
-

nugo=ngâ

i-po-päko=to

Lâ

maniok=kâ

lâ

ki-to=kâ.

They can occur with almost any type of constituent, and with multiple constituents within the same
çois ms), the use of deictics in Äiwoo discourse is

Lâ

lâ=to

vepe=kâ

ku-wâ-nubo-wâ-i

iumu=wâ.

ent including the locative adverbial bolevi
the focused constituent bolevi

lâ i-eâ-to-mä=to

ki-läpelâ=naa=kâ

follows the deic-

bolevi=kâ.
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Äiwoo uses these deictic particles to indicate information-structurally relevant divisions in discourse, but do not associate them systematically with

Äiwoo
and the relative importance of grammatical relations vs information structure in understanding the
organisation of sentence and discourse structure in Äiwoo
References:
Clause Linking and Clause Hierarchy: Syntax and pragmatics,
ç
Information structure and sentence form: topics, focus and the mental
representations of discourse referents
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Transitional features between Philippine-type
and Indonesian-type languages
(Meisei University)
West Malayo-Polynesian languages, which feature symmetrical voice alternations, are grouped into
This paper examines languages that fall between these two types, in particular, describing transitional
given is based on morphological features, such as the number of voices, the existence of applicative

-

Indonesian-type languages share the symmetrical voice feature but exhibit deviation from
-

The line between the two groups is not clearly drawn, as within the group of Philippine-type

This paper looks at this group of languages, which show transitional features between Philippine-type and Indonesian-type languages, and attempts to clearly show internal divergence among

intransitive verbs such as ma-dansa
when a verb has inherently ditransitive meaning such as ma-mihei
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ently intransitive verbs like ma-saraingga
undergoer voices of such verbs have derivational meaning, for example, i-rarisikka, the conveyance
M-asa u ‘to
former camp, whereas ma-luassa
-

u-lama a

daho udde sa
guest that dance-ANNA NI-3pl
lama a
dish

i-sa
I-dance

su-daho

udde

a
with

NU-dance

dish

I-3pl

References:
The Many Faces of Austronesian Voice Systems: Some
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Voice: Form and Function
The Austronesian
Languages of Asia and Madagascar
Language
and Linguistics
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among Ethnic Groups in Indonesia
(

)

-

-

ince began to form one big economic zone, inter-ethnic marriage became very common, and more
-

-
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The tonal phonologies of three undocumented
(The University of Edinburgh)
-

Using these data, I will present analyses of the phonologies of the three languages, focussing on the

three little-studied languages, this presentation will also therefore contribute to our knowledge of

-

-

(3)

Biga tonal (near-)minimal sets
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Tone in Biga is particularly interesting from a typological standpoint, in that very few similar systems
-

The data presented in this talk will thus be valuable from not only a descriptive, but also from a theotone in Austronesian languages, and contribute to what is known about the cross-linguistic possibili-
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Leah Pappas and Gary Holton (

)

Absolute spatial orientation systems are pervasive and diverse among Austronesian languages, and
decades of research has suggested that such systems are motivated at least in part by environmental
a quantitative approach to the study of orientation systems by presenting the results of an exploratomultinomial logistic regression to uncover correlations between orientation type and four predictor
-

subsistence economies–those in which the bulk of the economic activity derives from people farming

analytical methods for exploring the relationships between culture, environment and the linguistic
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Focus particles and focus meanings in Kimaragang
Paul Kroeger (Dallas International University & SIL International, United States)
An important finding of recent work on information structure is that focus is not semantically uniform.
For example, É. Kiss (1998) states that cross-linguistically, syntactically marked focus (e.g., focused
constituents marked by clefting or focus fronting) is associated with exhaustive and/or contrastive
interpretations, while syntactically unmarked (in situ) focus lacks these elements of meaning.
In some languages, focus particles can be used to distinguish one type of focus from another.
Kimaragang (Dusunic; NE Borneo) has an unusually rich inventory of such particles with at least five, all
of which occupy the same position relative to other clitics in the secondposition clitic cluster. Four of
the five also have aspectual uses, which I take to be polysemous senses. These four, in their focus-marking uses, mark constituent focus and occur frequently in clefts. Kimaragang lacks an overt copula, so
cleft constructions simply consist of two juxtaposed phrases: the focused constituent in the initial,
predicate position, followed by a headless relative that functions as the subject of the clause. No particle is required in cleft sentences, as illustrated in (1a-b; the focused constituents are italicized):
(1)

a.
b.

I=koniab
ot
pinonutuwan
NOM=yesterday
NOM CIRCV:PST:pound
‘It was yesterday that he pounded the rice.’
Okon.ko’
ikaw
ot
loow-on.
NEG
2sg.NOM
NOM OV-call
‘It isn´t you that is being called.’

dialo di=paray.
3SG ACC=rice

However, it is fairly common for the focused constituent in a cleft to host one of the four clitic particles
mentioned above. The most common of these, no and po, in their aspectual uses, indicate completive
vs. non-completive (or continuative) aspect respectively (cf. na vs. pa in Tagalog and other Philippine
languages). In clefts, no induces an EXHAUSTIVE LISTING reading (2a): among the currently relevant
alternatives, the referent of the clefted NP is the only one of whom the proposition is true. The use of po,
on the other hand, triggers an INCLUSIVE FOCUS reading (2b): the referent of the clefted NP is among
those of whom the proposition is true.
(2)

a.
b.

Kanas
no
ot
ko-kogop
dot
logop ot=niyuw.
wild.pig
FOC
NOM NVOL.AV-bite ACC
old/dry NOM=coconut
‘It is (only) wild pigs that can crunch a dry coconut (with their teeth).’
Ikaw
po
o
mamayuk
diti tanak.
2sg.NOM
FOC
NOM AV:TR:baby.swing this
child
‘(Now) you be the one to rock/swing the baby.’ (i.e., ‘Now it is your turn to…’)

The contrast between no and po is seen more clearly when the cleft is negated. When the focused
constituent is marked with no, what is denied is specifically the exhaustive reading as seen in (3a).
The base proposition (in this case that Jim stole your buffalo) is not negated. With po, however, by negating the inclusive reading, the base proposition (‘Jim stole your buffalo’) must also be negated (3b). For
this reason, the most common particle in negated clefts is po. (Both sentences equally presuppose that
buffaloes were actually stolen.)
3)

a.
b.

Okon.ko’

i=Jim
no
o
minanakaw di=karabaw nu.
NEG
NOM=Jim
FOC
NOM AV:PAST:steal ACC=buffalo 2SG.GEN
‘It wasn´t only Jim who stole your buffalo(es).’ [Jim did steal, but he wasn’t alone]
Okon.ko’ i=Jim
po
o
minanakaw di=karabaw nu.
NEG
NOM=Jim
FOC
NOM AV:PAST:steal ACC=buffalo 2SG.GEN
‘It wasn´t Jim who stole your buffalo(es).’ [Jim did not steal, it was someone else]
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A third fairly common focus particle is nogi, apparently cognate with Malay lagi. As a focus marker, nogi
indicates that the focused alternative is unexpected, mistaken, inappropriate, or noteworthy for some
other reason (4a-b). We might refer to this pattern as COUNTEREXPECTATION focus. A similar usage is reported for lagi in Indonesian (Echols & Shadily 1992: 322) and
Cebuano (Wolff 1968: 17). Like lagi in those languages, nogi also has a fairly broad range of other, nonfocus uses.
a.

b.

It=gampa
nogi ot
pinomutus dialo di=tanak do=punti.
NOM=bush.knife
FOC
NOM IV:TR:extract 3SG
ACC=child GEN=banana
‘It was a bush knife that he used to dig out the banana stump that had sprouted.’
(unexpected, because a bush knife is too small to dig out a banana stump)
(Pogidu sino tu’ milom)
ikaw nogi ot
otimpaduk ko’
ilot
tasu.
2SG.NOM FOC NOM NVOL.OV.hurl or
that.NOM dog
‘(Get out of there or else) you will be the one that gets speared instead of the dog.’

The fourth particle, nopo, is less well understood, but seems to mark EXCLUSIVE focus (in addition to
various non-focus uses). Like the English focus-sensitive adverbial only (Coppock & Beaver 2014),
the focus particle nopo seems to have both a “complement exclusion” reading (‘nothing other than’),
illustrated in (5a), and a “rank-order” reading (‘merely’; ‘no more than’) illustrated in (5b).
a. Kobobos=i’ bala´ay ong tampasuk nopo ot
akanon monikid suwab bo.
cassava
EXCL
NOM eat.OV
every
morning PRTCL
boring=EMPH PRTCL if
‘It gets really boring/tiresome if you eat nothing but cassava every morning.’
b. Gibang nopo
ot
pongoduntung ku
dialo aaba no.
left EXCL NOM IV.punch
1SG.GEN
3SG fall
COMPL
‘I only hit him with my left hand and he collapsed.’ (or: ‘Even if I only… he would…’)
The fifth particle in this position class (=i’) does occasionally occur within the focused element of a cleft,
in which case it seems to mark CONTRASTIVE focus. However, it is primarily used to mark emphatic predicate focus (as seen in 5a), especially VERUM or polarity focus. It also occurs in combination with
the adverbial nga’ ‘also, even’ to mark ADDITIVE focus (6a-b). These examples are not cleft constructions,
but involve a special type of focus fronting.
a.

Ilot bulingaw nga’ onuwon=i’ dialo do=gangot.
that (tree.sp) also take-OV=EMPH 3SG ACC=firewood
‘He takes even bulingaw wood for firewood.’

b.

Okon.ko’

kanas no ot
kokogop
dot logop
ot=niyuw;
NEG
wild.pig FOC NOM NVOL.AV-bite ACC old/dry NOM=coconut
it=badak
nga’
kokogop=i’.
NOM=rhinoceros also
NVOL.AV-bite=EMPH
‘It isn’t only wild pigs that can bite open a dry coconut; rhinoceros too can do it.’
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Daniel Kaufman and Nikolaus Himmelmann
(Queens College/Endangered Language Alliance and University of Cologne)
In the descriptive literature as well as in stress typology, Western Austronesian languages are widely
characterized as having non-contrastive penultimate stress, a major exception being Philippine

Western Rim prototype:
Philippine prototype:
Java prototype:
Prominence in pitch, duration and intensity is inherited from higher prosodic levels (prosodic phrase

Eastern prototype:

from barely noticeable to very regular and conspicuous prominences on the penultimate syllable of
typology and focus on one central issue, the need to carefully distinguish phonemic vowel length from
ing to the Philippine prototype – where most but not all Philippine languages belong – we need to
distinguish between the rules for associating phrasal edge tones to either the penultimate or
This resolves a longstanding controversy regarding Tagalog where some authors have claimed that

pine languages that have a vowel length distinction on the root penult from the perspective of
historically, the default position of phrasal prominence is then free to shift to the penultimate syllable,
as in Tboli and Blaan (following the Western Rim prototype), or be highly variable, as in Palawano
-
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-

the Bisayan and Tagalog descriptive literature, we show here that non-contrastive prominence of this
type can be over-written by higher level prosody, unlike the basic vowel length distinction in the
-

often been mischaracterized as showing purely word based stress whereas in reality such systems
References:
Tagalog texts with grammatical analysis

linear Phonology

Word Stress: Theoretical and typological
issues
Phonology
Tagalog Reference Grammar

(eds), Tonality in Austronesian languages

Tonality in Austronesian languages

A Survey of Word Accentual
Patterns in the Languages of the World
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Duano: Linguistic assimilation in the Malay heartland
(SIL LEAD Asia)
collectively known as orang laut

While Malay linguistic elements abound in Duano, non-Malayic elements also can be demon-

-

1.
2.

PMP retentions mentioned above, it is a much likelier scenario that Duano was originally a western

References:
Oceanic Linguistics
Advances in Social Sciences Research
Language
Documentation and Description
Bijdragen tot de
Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde
Borneo and the
Homeland of the Malays: Four essays
Anthropos
Anthropos
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Two linguistic areas within Formosan, based on
prosodic and intonational features
Benjamin Macaulay (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Introduction

One such area has already been proposed in Taiwan, based on the presence of preglottalized voiced

This paper presents evidence for two other linguistic areas within Taiwan, from a recent study
-

ancestor than PAN
Features of SWT:

existing descriptions of Tsou with no underlying glides, and descriptions of Budai Rukai with glide pho-

Features of ET:

-

Conclusion:

-

new evidence for which phonological patterns may spread under contact, which is a question not
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The case of initial gemination in Kelantan Malay
Jiang Wu (Leiden University Centre for Linguistics)
ggaji
mma i

jal
siya
k ju

j-jal
s-siya
k-k ju

Diachronically, these geminated segments developed from the phonological reduction of Proto
-

ae
il

b -ae
p -il
t

evidence suggesting that initial gemination is being generalized as a polyfunctional morphophonolog-

b p stems, but they also appear as b-, p- and tluma
p-luma

t as
baka

b- as ‘MID-

t-baka

possible analysis is to posit these C as underlying morphemes, and which allomorph surfaces is subject to the phonotactic constraint of disallowing clusters comprising of more than two consotial stems, the surfaced forms match the underlying forms C -. When attached to consonant-initial
stems, - (3)

This analysis captures the relationships between various morphological elements, and it is also faithful

p-luma ~ l-luma
ay

- ay

t-k ju ~ k-k ju
bale

x

x

b-bale
b- ay and t-bale
results suggest that initial gemination is being used as a morphophonological operation in a more
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-
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Beyond the voice-mood paradigm:
Distinguishing dynamic, potentive and stative events
Maria Bardají i Farré (Universität zu Köln)
Many western Austronesian languages make a morphological distinction between dynamic and
-

in full control of the event denoted by the predicate (including involuntary actions and external abili-

-

-

support this claim with the example of nominalization processes in Totoli, an Austronesian symmetri-

poN-/pog-/pothe nominalized event expresses a potentive meaning, the same nominalization process as described
koko- (+RDP) instead of poN-/pog-/po-, as shown in (3). Prior to reduplication, statives
nominalizations formed with vowel-initial bases additionally need to build a stem with the stative
ko-, as in (3)b.
-
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Paddaam
po-RDP-daam
NZ- RDP-

inangku
inang =ku

pakkaala
mo- pore =ga po- RDP- ko- ala =mu
NZ- RDP- SF.POT-

(3) a

I
i

b

aku
aku

molinggo
mo- linggo

Kakkaate
ko- RDP- ko- ate
NZ.ST- RDP- SF.ST-

dei
dei

badu mopore
badu mo- pore

kolobii

laus.
laus

itu

kabbaani
ko- RDP- baani =ta
NZ.ST- RDP- brave

ponianan =mu aku dei

Palu

tional processes are not an exclusive feature of Totoli but occur in other western Austronesian
ika-, as in ika-dakkél

pa-, as in pa-dak-

kél-en
makapa-dakkél
References:
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David Gil (Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History)
This paper draws attention to a striking parallel between a range of constructions present in two

Macrocategorial Absolute/Construct Phrasal Alternation
Macrocategorial Absolute/Construct Phrasal Alternation (MACPA) is a morphological alterna(a)
(b)

The alternation consists minimally of two forms, an absolute form, whose prototypical
construct form, whose prototypical func-

from the construct by the presence of an inserted consonant, while in the remaining languages, absolute and construct forms are related via metathesis – however, while in some languages the absolute
is unmetathesized and the construct metathesized, in others the absolute is metathesized and

-

tic function of absolute and construct forms is the expression of the distinction between the subject
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The third grammatical function is more of a mixed bag, grouping together
a variety of phenomena pertaining to discourse structure which may nevetheless be characterized in
terms of a dichotomy between weak and strong

constructions discussed here share a number of further properties which may perhaps, pending

, l, gw
consonant insertion, and of course the myriad intricacies of metathesis in the various languages of

other languages are called for in order to determine whether these additional shared properties are

-
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Exploring western Indonesian applicative
constructions through the lexicon
Christina Truong and Bradley McDonnell (

)

In western Indonesian languages, morphemes which have an applicative function are extremely polytive functions, these morphemes also serve to create causative constructions, indicate aspectual and
As such, we observe that across a number of languages AM have many of the same functions across

added)
3s

AV-hit dog

with

stick

- kan holds that its causative
function is found with unergative roots, while a non-causative meaning results when it is added to
tion does not predict the variable function of - kan well, and instead suggests that lexical semantics
been no in-depth description of components of lexical semantics that are relevant to the behavior of
Indonesian - kan
the restrictions on particular meanings appear to be extremely similar across Indonesian languages,
In this study, we investigate the extent to which components of lexical semantics consistently
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the languages are coded for function and resultant patterns, both those common and variable across
References:
–kan
Architectures, Rules, and Preferences: Variations on Themes of Joan Bresnan,
Indonesian reference
grammar
Grammatical Relations in Bahasa Indonesia
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Epenthesis and Prothesis in Tetun Terik
Tamisha L. Tan (Harvard University, Nanyang Technological University)
1. Overview

<

*h/q/R
(1)
c.

*ala(q) >hola
*inum >hemu
*qudip >hori-k

ala
imu(n)
hori-s

ola, Manggarai ala
enu
eun
**ori)

a:l

*pa- > ha
(2)

ama > ama-n
*isi >isi-n

ha-haman
ha-hisi

2.

e.

ukun
uru
oho
uhu
isin
udan
uma
iha

hoho, ho’o
huhu

However, none of these words (though listed as such in dictionaries) are truly native vowelinitial
< Malay hukum
< Malay urus
in (3c) and (3d) only exist V-initially as dialectal variants, and go back to PMP *p >
*pekpek and *pupu
ukun
isin
udan

mak-

-
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3. Epenthetic [h] In Tetun Terik, all vowel hiatus outside of a word stem must be resolved, such that

ida-k
one-

[ida

inan]
3sg= mother-

In contrast, at
*ha, with
> hha-h
PMP *pa-qudip > Pre-Tetun *ha-uri >

*h-uri >

ha-hori-s

This resulted in multiple exponence in which causation was expressed twice on a single base (Harris

thus, the no-longer-salient reduced h-

4.

-

Once innovated, the [h] epenthesis strategy was subsequently extended to other
la in la-[h]os
da-

ina > ina-n
ama > ama-n
qulu > ulu-k

da-hina-n
da-hama-n
da-hulu-k

The high frequency of epenthetic [h] led to the wide-scale reanalysis of all *V-initial verbs as properly

This prothesis was fed by analogy with etymologically *#p >
ha-hisik
ha-horis

*picik > hisik ‘to sprinhah- sequences as
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kaappearance of this epenthetic [h] with verbal bases resulted in the back-formation and reanalysis of

5. References
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in Kanakanavu undergoer voice:
Synchronic and diachronic implications
Yi-Yang Cheng (University of California, Santa Barbara and Harvard University)

documented in earlier studies but has not received in-depth analysis, however, is how the agent(ive)

the voice markers ni <in>

n
ai

al n=ci
ala- n=ci
take- =

ké,
ke

alé
nía, sua tacáu,
ala-ai

niála ké talísi ,
ni-ala
ke

talisi
rope

regarding the

only

indicative main clauses involving -ai
in subsequent studies,3
in their single overlapping environment

the author, it is demonstrated that, counter to expectation, the oblique-marked uv agent exhibits
properties that make it a better candidate to be analyzed as the core transitive A argument than

from underlying forms, in order to capture the rich morpho-phonological and word-prosodic alternations that are prevalent across
ni
3

ai
ai (transcribed as -ei
ai
ai
’e

’ai, transcribed as -ei in
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ai-marked uv verbs occur only in narratipreted for agentive verbs,
stative verbs may reveal the oblique agent represenn-marked
stative verb may allow both experiencer and agent interpretations for the genitive-marked participant
(3), compared to the agent-only interpretation for the oblique-marked participant in its -ai-marked

(3)

alakulác n=áku cáu.
ala-kulac - n=maku
become-angry- =

cáu.
cau
person

alakuláce
`íkuá
ala-kulac -ai
`ikua
become-angry-

cáu.
cau
person

In other words, ni <in>
n-marked uv verbs can be used to express agentless passives simply by
omitting the agent participant without any further syntactic operations, which is not the case for
-ai
nelúpaca,
ni-ulupaca
uv-use

váva, kalávung.
vava kalavung
bone bull
were used

alivalé=cu,
alivali-ai=cu
reply- =
replied

` .
`
yes

misé.
mise

ai-marked uv verbs are always found to present foregrounded transitive events,

the -ai

<in>

-

whereas the latter introduces one performed by a non-central character with an anterior (past

told (tutul´oe

had already told (tinu´tulu
<in>
ai-marked uv verbs involve (oblique-marked) agents that are high in agentivity,

ni

ai
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In contrast, the (genitive-marked) agents in ni <in>
n-marked uv verbs may receive less agentive interpretations, are
ably exhibits more core-like properties, it serves as a better candidate for the core (A) argument of
ai-marked uv verbs may be
analyzed as canonical transitive verbs
ai-marked uv verbs should be included as a paradigmatic variant to other uv verbs in the indicative
syntactically distinct
addition, one puzzle that emerges concerns why the oblique case is functionally split in marking both
central (transitive A) and peripheral
-

-

The topical nature of the oblique agent and the foregrounding function of -ai-marked verbs can be hard to replicate in elicitation, which
Selected references: Mei
Sung
Reconstruction of Proto-Tsouic phonology
Zeitoun
Teng

TJCS
Ross
Introduction to Kanakanavu grammar
Wild,
Voice and transitivity in Kanakanavu

Tsuchida
OL
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The linguistic distribution of ‘to see’:
Extracting and classifying probable cognates
in the Philippine language family
(University of the Philippines Diliman)

the Philippine languages belong to the Western Malayo-Polynesian group of the Malayo-Polynesian
-

-

Online was also employed to create a cloud-based map in order to picture the areal distribution of the

languages with the patterns as possible, but to provide an overview of the relative frequency of ‘to

the researcher underpins that there was a prehistoric language spread caused by several language
contacts that created a network of languages (prompting the lexical and semantic similarities within

a potentially important data repository for historical linguistics, not only for the areas relevant to
References:
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-

-
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Deictic function words in Hawaiian
Kanae Iwasaki
(Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa,
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies)
In this presentation, I will discuss how Hawaiian deictic function words, especially directionals and

Background As for deictic expression, the spatial expression has not discussed enough in Hawaiian, an

(a)

Hele

aku

‘o ia.

Hele mai

‘o ia.

(b)

I have been studying Hawaiian deictic elements in order to describe in detail how the reference points

they are most fundamental and frequent syntactic elements for spatial expression, so they should be
described and analyzed in more details than before for further research of spatial expression based on
few data of frequency has been shown, even though people who know the language well know such

th

Questions
19th to early 20th century (the period when the language was used in daily life)?
are there any grammatical changes between old and modern Hawaiian?
Data source
th

th

The total word number of a corpus is about 156,000.

Result*

th
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Points to be noted
rarely
Postposed nei

ua (ua X nei), which
nei

References :
Selections from Fornander’s Hawaiian Antiquities and Folk-lore
Ho´

Ka Mo olelo o Hi iakaikapoliopele
Hawaigo no Kuukan Hyougen: Houkoushi wo Chuusin ni Hawaiian Spatial Expression: Focusd on Directionals
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Several topicalisation constructions in a South
Halmahera-West New Guinea language
Linn Iren Sjånes Rødvand (University of Oslo, Norway)
In the last years, there has been an increasing interest in how information structure is expressed in
Austronesian languages. This paper investigates the encoding of certain information structural properties in Patani (South Halmahera-West New Guinea) by considering two object fronting constructions
which can be described as topicalisation constructions. While this form of topicalisation is not uncom-

referent.
Patani, which is an SVO language, has the possibility of fronting the O for certain pragmatic

This paper investigates the use of these object fronting constructions, and shows that object fronting
(both with and without resumptive pronoun) in Patani are topicalisation constructions (cf. e.g. Foley

chosen from a set of available aboutness topics in the discourse.
An important question is to what extent the two topicalisation constructions in Patani are func-

the resumptive pronoun is only used when the object referent is mentioned in the subsequent
the speaker is (re)inforcing ‘coconut oil’ as the sentence topic instead of
‘the pan’.

The need for more data is obvious, and in the concluding part of this paper, I will suggest how we can
obtain more data to test the hypothesis.
References:
Language

Language Typology and Syntactic Description: Vol. 1: Clause Structure, 2nd ed
bridge UP.
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Acta Linguistica Hungarica
Information Structure and Sentence Form: Topic, Focus and the Mental
Representations of Discourse Referents
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Is Malayo-Polynesian a primary branch of Austronesian?
A view from morphosyntax
Victoria Chen, Jonathan Kuo, Kristina Gallego & Isaac Stead
(Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand, National Taipei University of Technology, Taiwan, The Australian National University, Australia & Max Planck Institute, Germany)
nesian´s relationship to other Austronesian primary branches located in Taiwan remains unclear. As no
the other primary branches of Austronesian, it has long been considered itself an Austronesian primaIn this talk we put forward a new view, drawing on a hitherto understudied morphosyntactic

-

of this survey will be presented as part of our talk. Given that this innovation is exclusively shared
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-

We will present corroborating archaeological, genetic and anthropological evidence, based on

References:
The proto-Austronesian pronouns and Austronesian subgrouping. Working Papers in
Linguistics
Selected Papers from the Eighth International
Conference on Austronesian Linguistics
Chamorro grammar
Palauan Causatives and Passives: An Incorporation Analysis (Doctoral dissertation).

Subgroup of Austronesian. Journal of Austronesian Studies
Oceanic Linguistics

Linguistics.
Oceanic Linguistics Special Publications
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Modern poetry in Tetun Dili
Olinda Lucas & Catharina Williams-van Klinken
(Biblia ba Ema Hotu & Dili Institute of Technology, Timor-Leste)

laments, political commentary, encouragement and advice. Towards the very end of Portuguese rule,
a few Timorese started to write modern poetry, mostly in Portuguese, with a little in the vernacular

many writing poetry in more than one language.
the region, with its strong parallelism, specialised vocabulary, and (for ritual contexts) specialised
age.
conversation, in which Indonesian loans can still play a role.
the number of lines, and lines too vary in length, with no apparent rhythm or stress patterns.
The climax is almost always in the last line or pair of lines, and often comes as an exhortation. This
heroes of the resistance, or to something, such as “happiness”.

ons of words. There is however virtually no playing with sound, such as alliteration, rhyme, or onomatopoeia.
Lines are sometimes linked by parallelism, positive-negative, negative-positive, or tail-head,
but many just continue the sentence from the previous line. Apart from parallelism, grammar follows
prose grammar very closely. In part this is because Tetun has strict subject-verb order, and limited
constructions optionally follow Tetun Terik, in omitting the posessive marker nia, and using be rather
ssed, while in poetry the possessor is often omitted. Subjects too are often omitted, and the frequency of conjunctions and quote margins is lower than in prose. Third person pronouns are used very
little. When they are used, the referent is normally mentioned in the preceding one or two lines, and
the pronoun used only once.
References:
To speak in pairs: essays on the ritual languages of eastern Indonesia
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Zachary Rothstein-Dowden (Harvard University, United States)
i and -(n) e function as markers of the feature def using evidence from syntax and
-

i and -(n) e from a semantic and pragmatic
-
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Motion Events in Vedai Rukai
Wang Kai-Hong & Sung Li-May (National Taiwan University, Taiwan)
the southern Taiwan, have not been thoroughly investigated. This paper aims to explore the motion

often unexpressed, compared to Satellite-framed languages. Similarly, the downward movement in
ing expressions with only a manner verb, expressions with only a path verb, expressions with a path
the motion clauses in the narratives are expressed with at least one path verb, revealing that Vedai
muadringi
contrast to the latter which has a full path verb followed by a path compound u-belenge ‘go- up.’
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The Austronesian homeland and dispersal in
the spatio-temporal context of the hypothetical
East Asian linguistic phylum
George van Driem (University of Bern, Switzerland)
The prevailing theory with regard to the Austronesian homeland is that the language family spread
from Formosa. This theory is supported by linguistic, population genetic and archaeological data.
The hypothetical long-distance linguistic relationships that have been proposed between Austronesigreater than the dispersal of the Austronesian language family. The linguistic, population genetic and
phylum and the geographical distribution and prehistoric dispersal of other Asian linguistic phyla.
References:
Ethnolinguistic Prehistory: The Peopling of the World from the Perspective of
Language, Genes and Material Culture
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On the development of the Malayic verb system
Alexander Adelaar
(Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic & Asia Institute,
University of Melbourne, Australia)
I would like to point out some of the word structural and morphological mechanisms that
triggered the development more directly, such as antepenultimate vowel neutralisation, the loss of
antepenultimate initial schwa (unless followed by a homorganic nasal + stop cluster), and the merger
in last syllables. The former two changes brought about the disappearance of the instru-

n or another cliticised
-in). This was caused by two mutually rein-

-ke, Iban -ka

didi

diintermediate forms de

deya ‘(future) act, way
daya

and, as a segment, in déné ‘regarding’,
derives from this noun.
As a full form, daya

di also ultimately
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Experiential constructions in Northern Amis
(LACITO-CNRS, France)
-en to two
(ii) stative or intransitive stems belonging to the ma- /ka-

-en as

–en construction adds an extra-thematic argument, i.e., a sentient experiencer

agent.

ma-/ka- verb class, as in
ma-...-en

ma- and -en

ma- signals a verb class, while -en adds two
-

tive or detrimental viewpoint on the event.

Though somewhat reminiscent of adversative passives, these constructions are not standard passives
nor standard UV constructions, since they only attach to stative and intransitive stems denoting
an experiencer´s perceptive or emotional reaction to some state or event. Their argument structure is
-en constructions have nominative Patients and genitive agents, not nominative experiencers and oblique cause arguments as do experiential constructions. What those UV
stem-en
-en can be argued

ka-...-an/-en forms. The experiential
constructions of N.Amis will be analysed in the light of such comparative data, and some hypothesis
UV -en in Amis.
References
A grammatical description of Siraya
Oceanic Linguistics
Syntactic derivation of Tagalog verbs
Transitivity and ergativity in Formosan and Philippine languages
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De-Filipinizing Filipino Nationalism:
Understanding Kapampangan Struggle for
Recognition Against the Totalizing Process of National
Identity Formation in the Philippines
Kim Jayson Villezca (The Graduate School, University of Santo Tomas, Manila;
Don Bosco Academy, Pampanga, Philippines)
groups in the archipelago as it attempts to paint a national image bereft of its genuine and original
character, that of it is a nation of many nations.
linguistic groups in the country. Therefore, this paper examines critically the biopolitical control mechanisms used by cultural elites in the Philippines for the purpose of forming a contrived “Filipino” iden-

explore historical facts and circumstances that are not discussed in the mainstream historical narralanguage towards a successful identity-formation. This humble labour wishes to lay the preliminary

Keywords:
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Reconstructing population dynamics, agentivity, and
dominance: 150 years of language contact and chang
Kristina Gallego (Australian National University, Australia)
The outcomes of language contact and change always exist within the socio-historical context of
the community that use the languages. In a community known to have a dynamic sociolinguistic landstanding language contact and change. It is an island community in the far north of the Philippines,
where the people are multilingual in at least three languages, which are all related under

This study explores how contemporary linguistic features can be used to reconstruct
with non-native pag- and native pay- exist in Ibatan. Their function, distribution, and current use are
ing degrees of linguistic dominance in Ibatan.
The non-native durative paradigm of pag- is typically used with non-native stems, constituting
a large number of complex loanwords in Ibatan. However, there is also a small number of hybrid

mechanisms must have also operated in shaping the outcomes of this particular contact-induced
change.
for language contact move beyond structuralist and constraints-based approaches, and consider

gual speech, which are then linked to particular contact outcomes. As for contact on the level of
-
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the psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic mechanisms that must have shaped their development. That
is, the two types of hybrid formations as well as the complex loanwords in Ibatan are indicative of
patterns of individual bilingual agentivity and community-wide language dominance. This, supple-

References:
inheritance: Problems in comparative linguistics
The Ibatan: A genealogy of the people of Babuyan Claro Island
Institute of Linguistics.
Ibata’an cultural origins and social organization
Arlington.
The handbook of language contact, edited
Language
Language Contact, Creolization and Genetic Linguistics.

contact
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Patterns of denominal verbs from physical nouns:
The case of Arta, a Philippine language
Yukinori Kimoto (University of Hyogo, Japan)
dima, ‘walking,’ predictably yields an intransitive
verb mandima ‘to walk.’ Alternatively, verbs can be formed from some nouns representing concrete
physical things such as ‘wild boar,’ ‘child,’ and ‘moon,’ as in manlaman ‘to hunt a wild boar,’ mangana
‘give birth to a child,’ and mambulan ‘go hunting under the moonlight.’ This study focuses on
patterns of verbs derived from concrete nouns in Arta.
maN- can be attached to various nouns to
form verbs. First, maNthe root noun. In Arta, verbs are productively derived from game hunting nouns, such as wild boar,
maNma- and <um> may
‘become N.’
- n, -an, and i-

- n

-an
i-

-

verbs are far less transparent in meaning. For example, mambulan ‘hunt under the moonlight’ cannot
be understood without prior knowledge of their hunting practices. In all cases, however, the composmaN- basically
denotes activities, while ma- and -umgeneral characteristics. This study provides a foundation that reveals productive patterns of denominal verbs across Philippine languages.
References:
A grammar of Arta: A Philippine negrito language
University.
Language and Linguistics
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Roles of direct speech in Arta and Colloquial
Jakarta Indonesian
Asako Shiohara, Yukinori Kimoto, Yanti & Hiroki Nomoto
(Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, University of Hyogo, Japan, Atma Jaya Catholic
University of Indonesia, Indonesia & Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Japan)
This paper concerns the encoding patterns of reported speech or quoted speech across languages.
Strategies that speakers employ for reported speech are primarily determined by the structure of
their languages, but secondarily by the preference of an individual language community, which varies
among communities. This study will demonstrate this point by observing two sets of genetically relatthe other. For comparison, we use conversational and narrative data in a corpus collected through

frames, which is seldom observed in their counterparts´ speech. A more detailed examination of

forgives him.

-

The above observations have two implications. First, genetically related neighboring languages
even if they are similar in grammatical structure. Second, languages show preferences regarding

abstract way.
References:
Language Documentation & Conservation Special Publication No. 12.
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Nominal Possessive Constructions with Exclamative
Expressions in Four Austronesians and One
Non-Austronesian Language of Indonesia
Dalan Mehuli Perangin Angin (Sanata Dharma University, Indonesia)
This paper explores a particular phenomenon of syntax-phonology-semantics interface (where
Non-Austronesian languages of Indonesia. In four of the selected Austronesian languages (based on

the country via the mass media) a clausal exclamative expression with a ‘very’ meaning, such as in
‘the child is very smart!’ (‘how smart that boy is!’) is produced from a nominal possessive construction
noun ‘the smart nature’. This very phenomenon of a nominal possessive construction with

the possessed noun (Head) buku ‘book’ proceeds the possessor (Attribute) anak itu ‘that child’ and
the element -nya appears as a ligature (attaching to the possessed noun). The phrasal stress (prominence) is assigned to the possessor itu (marked by the boldface), yielding a possessive meaning
the possessed noun pintar ‘smart nature’ and -nya instead of the possessor anak itu ‘that child’. This
sort of exclamative expression can only appear when the possessed noun (attached by -nya which
tiful’, ‘big’, ‘long’, ‘heavy’, etc. Literally, in the nominal possessive meaning it can be interpreted that
the mentioned nature is a part of the possessor (‘the smart nature of that child’). After the phonological intervention (the stress assignment on the possessed) the construction must be reinterpreted as
the possessor anak itu
Semantically, the exclamative reading results from a semantic shifting of the possessor ‘that
child’ Attribute becomes Head and the possessed noun ‘the smart nature’ Head becomes Attribute i.e.

construction an attributive meaning such as ‘the large house’ has a literal meaning of ‘the large one of

the head shifting.
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the demonstrative itu ‘that’ and the stress is assigned to the possessor anak ‘child’ instead i.e.
pintar-nya anak, it will yield ‘what a smart child!’ which means that that particular child has smartness
that is typically owned by children in general. This phrasal exclamative expression however, is not
discuss semantic and morpho- syntactic evidence that suggest that both the phrasal and clausal
tive language via the phonological intervention.

their phonetic correlates and also stress placements.
Keywords: syntax-phonology-semantics interface, nominal possessive construction, exclamative,
Austronesian language, Non-Austronesian language
References:
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(

)

larger proposals that place Sumatra at the crossroads of two or more higher-level subgroups (Smith
This presentation aims to add to our current knowledge of the linguistic landscape and history
of Sumatra, not by revisiting subgrouping proposals, but by looking in-depth at the evidence for
s

-

gic’. This paper shows that the evidence points to third proposal, although extensive contact with

Nasal. On the one hand, this change provides evidence that Nasal does not subgroup with Lampungic
languages despite a number of similarities (e.g., lexical innovations, such as suay ‘nine’). On the other
hand, it also has the potential to support other hypotheses that subgroup with other languages of

ma-beReqat

b r t whereas Nasal shows an -l- in m la ). For
Ratus > Simeulue latus ‘hun-

While there is evidence that Nasal does not subgroup with Lampungic languages (primarily
apparent phonological and lexical innovations with Lampungic languages (e.g., sporadic instances of
u in and
Nasal
‘all’ is a lexical innovation that appears to be unique to these languages. However, due to

a number of other words), but Nasal did not. This paper presents further evidence that sheds light on
the position of Nasal, suggesting that it belongs to a Nasal-Lampungic subgroup.
References:
The Improbable Language: Survey Report on the Nasal
Language of Bengkulu, Sumatra
Oceanic Linguistics
Oceanic Linguistics
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Past tense marking on nouns in Philippine
and northern Sulawesi languages
Yuko Kitada (Japan)
This study explores nouns in the past tense in Philippine and northern Sulawesi languages and
mina- are identical to those of the past form of
ma-.
-miki, as in
nu-pana-miki- i’ ‘my former house’ (nu- ‘my’, pana ‘house’ -miki

-i

In Philippine and northern Sulawesi languages, one of the strategies for marking the past tense
minamina- appears with kinship terms and personal names to indicate that the individuals denoted by
the words are deceased, as in mina-amä ‘deceased father’ and mina- Johan
mina-wadi ‘deceased younger sibling, or cousin’ (wadi ‘younger brother, sister, or
as in Yami mina-Paloy
minamina
na
deaf’ (ma-bingi ‘become deaf’, bingi ‘deaf’).

mina- is identical to the past
ma-, as in Tagalog na-bingi ‘became

References:
The Languages of the Amazon
A sampling of Philippine kinship patterns
Summer Institute of Linguistics.
Yami Texts with Reference Grammar and Dictionary
Institute of Linguistics, Academia Sinica.
Holle lists: vocabularies in languages of Indonesia, Vol. 7/2: North Sulawesi: Philippine languages
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The interrelations of Easter Island writing and
Rapa Nui language
Evgeniya Korovina (Institute of Linguistics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia)
researchers. On the one hand, we can talk about a purely interpretive notation, practically devoid of

the number of ligatures and their status in this writing system. For example,

can potential-

ly be interpreted as one sign, but maybe as containing three of even four more simple signs.
lar fragments is mainly used. If in one of the fragments this combination is written separately, and in
the another one together, then we are talking about a ligature. Structural considerations also apply to
both graphics and structures within text. However, all these criteria, due to the relatively small available corpus of the rongorongo, do not allow to systematically perform this work for all graphic
elements and in some cases the solutions may be controversial.

in addition to traditional manual markup, there are a number of automatic text segmentation algo-

word-by-word code.
In the course of working with the rongorongo texts, both fragments of one-sign long and
words written in logograms, while longer fragments are more likely to correspond to syllabic notation. However, a number of signs are found in both categories and, probably, represent monosyllabic
words, if we are not talking about the polyvalent signs common in the logosyllabic writing systems.
At the same time, it was practically impossible to identify the standard structure of noun and

present, but not in all groups, in contrast to the modern language.

Failure to write out some of the grammatical indicators that nevertheless existed in
Features of the pragmatics of these texts, when grammatical indicators are absent due to

References:

Word-signs and sign groups in the Kohau Rongorongo script of Easter Island.
Easter Island: Cultural and Historical Perspectives
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Rongorongo: the Easter Island script: history, traditions, texts (Vol. 14). Oxford
Proceedings of
the Tenth International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC'16) (pp.

results of a statistical analysis. In Forum for Anthropology and Culture
segmentation. Computational Linguistics
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Javanese applicatives within the historical evolution
of applicatives in Austronesian
(University of Oslo, Norway & Australian National University, Australia)
-i and -aké -no, which are in complementary distri-i introduces recipients or
-ake -no

the subject-topic relation, and (ii) we investigate the historical development of the -i applicative in

-

the recipient is introduced as an oblique by the preposition neng
-i introduces the recipient applied phrase as a syntactic object. Objecthood is

a peripheral semantic role.

What has received less attention is the fact that the applied phrase can remain introduced in a preposiicates, and the applied phrase is always understood as part of the verbal argument frame with
that there is an implicit recipient).

ence between the applicative and non-applicative construction concerns what can be a subject,
-

the topic of the sentence.
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-aké
-ak
-( ) n, which itself derives from the PAn
- n. We will focus on the historical development of the -i
conjunction with the aspectual function of -i
nent, primarily with transitive verb roots, such as ngantem ‘to hit’, ngantem-i ‘hit multiple times’
-i and applicative -i

References:
Oceanic Linguistics
The many faces
of Austronesian voice systems: some new empirical studies
University.
Grammatical relations in Javanese
Aspektualitas Bahasa Jawa [Javanese aspect]
Tata Bahasa Jawa Mutakhir [Contemporary Javanese Grammar]
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The expression of sequential events in Ahamb (Vanuatu)
Tihomir Rangelov (Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Germany)
tion in typological literature and in the literature on Austronesian languages. Perhaps the most

Sequentiality marking of various forms has been observed in a number of Oceanic languages and has
-

will be presented in detail and the expression of sequentiality in Ahamb will be analysed from
a cross-linguistic and Oceanic perspective.
One way to mark events that occur in sequence in Ahamb is with the coordinators mjëg ‘then’
and ale

mjë- can be attached to a verb expressing an event that occurs after another
Mjë- sits in a slot that is otherwise occupied by tense, aspect, mood or polarity markers. Mjë- is likely historically related to the coordinator mjëg.

In Ahamb, sequential events can also be encoded by the use of a special paradigm of subject indexes
on the second and subsequent verb in complex clauses. Such constructions are referred to here as
sequential event constructions

It is possible for some of the three types of sequentiality marking in Ahamb to co-occur with each
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other.
The expression of sequentiality Ahamb is of special typological interest because of the variety
Vanuatu languages.
References:

Serial verbs in Oceanic: A descriptive typology
The Papuan languages of New Guinea
Santa Barbara Papers in Linguistics
Indigenous Languages.
Oceanic Linguistics
Mungbam grammar
A grammar of Yauyos Quechua
Language Science Press.
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Reported Speech in Western Subanon
Hugh Paterson, William Hall & Rebecca Paterson
(SIL International, United States & CNRS - LLCAN, France)
Reported speech is claimed to be its own syntactic domain deserving special attention (Spronck &
Nikitina 2019). Recent work focusing on West African languages has produced a set of proposed typologies or patterns around the introduction of units of reported speech (ERC grant: Discourse reporting
in African storytelling No758232). One output of that project is an ELAN-CorpA (Chanard 2015, 2019)
template for marking reported speech as reported on by Paterson, Hantgan and Chanard (2021). We
take the typologies presented in the template and investigate how they align with patterns of reported speech events in several texts of Western Subanon, a language of the southern Philippines. We
situate our analysis in the context of reported speech typological patterns presented and developed
through cross-linguistic work in other language families. Finally, we discuss some general reported
speech patterns across the Western Subanon texts.
References:
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Linguistics), 68. Amsterdam, Netherlands: John Benjamins Publishing Company.
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Corpora. Paper presented at: The 7th International Conference on Language Documentation
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Naomi Tsukida
(Aichi Prefectural University, Japan)
Seediq is a Formosan language, which is spoken in eastern Taiwan. This paper will discuss the functionSome Seediq roots are used only as a noun, some only as a verb, and some both as a noun and
as a verb. Some roots are bound, and some are free. A nominal root is usually free, but a verb root may
be either bound or free. There are some bound verbal roots which are always used with derivational
morphology is zero in some cases. Thus, at the word level, one can usually distinguish a verb from
other categories, but it is not possible morphologically when the verbal morphology is zero. A noun is
de- or
-an, or negatively, by not having any verbal morphology.
Let us move on to the phrase level. A VP is formed with a verb as its head. A VP can function as
Mpe-tegesa kari in (1) is a VP and it is a predicate in (1a)
and a referential expression in (1b).

An NP is formed with a noun as its head. It functions not only as a referential expression but also as
a predicate without any copula. Tehawlang alang in (2) is an NP and it is a predicate in (2a) and is
a referential expression in (2b).

Both a VP and an NP can modify a referential expression in a same manner, that is, by putting it after
mpe-tegesa kari
sion, kuyuh. In (4), an NP, tehawlang alang
sapah.

out for Tagalog and other Philippine languages by Himmelmann (2005: 361).
FLEXIBLE/GFLEXIBLE, LFLEXIBILE/GRIGID, LRIGID/GFLEXIBLE and LRIGID/GRIGID (L stands for lexical items and G
FLEXIBLE/GFLEXIBLE type

would lead to non-transparency in function.
ka and topic marker
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'u. The particle ka is used as nominative marker as in (4) and also as complementizer as in (5).

The particle 'u is used as a topic marker as in (6) and also as adverbial clause marker as in (7).

ne- past and mpe- AV future) are used with
nouns as well: me-ne-'uwit AV-PAST-tired/ne-tehawlang PAST-chief (=“the ex-chief”) and mpe-ke-'uwit
AV.FUT-STAT-tired/mpe-tehawlang
discussed how Seediq avoids non-transparency.
References:

Himmelmann, Nikolaus P. 2005. ‘Tagalog,’ in K. Adelaar and N. Himmelmann (eds.) The Austronesian
languages in Asia and Madagascar (Routledge Language Family Series). London and New
York: Routledge. 350-76.

1-30.
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Referential choice in transitive clauses in Austronesian
Stefan Schnell & Sonja Riesberg
(Universität Bamberg, Germany & Lacito - CNRS, France)
This paper presents an exploratory study on the realisation of P arguments as either a pronominal
form or zero in 6 corpora from Austronesian languages. In particular we investigate as to what extend
ture the choice between pronominal forms and zero anaphors is treated in terms of discourse structhe choice between full (so-called ‘lexical’) noun phrases and pronominal or zero forms (Ariel
1990:71-78). Also, pronouns are commonly assumed to enter processes of grammaticalization of argument agreement, and the pressure towards grammaticalization is often assumed to hold across
syntactic functions (Siewierska 2004).

function (see Figure 1 Table 1 below), which is partially due to the overall low rate of human referents
in the A function. In Vera´a, however, the distribution of pronouns and zero is nearly categorically
distributed along the parameter of humanness, hence still resembling a stark contrast to the A function. Factors of accessibility are by contrast more relevant in A function, but in addition to these also
ment correlates with higher rates of zero) or the apparent emergence of agreement (where pronomiclusters with aspectual morphology).
forms that likewise stress the importance of prominence features outranking those of information
status in the case of P arguments (e.g. Schwenter 2014; author 2018) and the role of structural
features in the case of A arguments (author in press). The choice of pronouns in P arguments is thus

the special status of P arguments in the grammaticalisation of argument agreement, where this has
been shown to be overall less common and less systematic or complete than that of A arguments,
typically underlying conditions related to prominence features (Siewierska 1999, Haig 2018). However,
we stress here that this conditioning relating to P arguments seems to apply already at the level of
referential choice in discourse rather than the morphological paradigm of (partially) grammaticalized
agreement systems, hence counteracting, e.g. Haig´s (2018) suggestion that these characterize an
attractor state for agreement in P arguments. Lastly, we do note that the structural factors typically
relevant in A arguments do become relevant for P if a language allows for this function to become
the syntactic subject of a transitive clause as is the case in symmetrical voice languages.
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Figure 1. Proportion of referential forms pronouns, zero and full (lexical) NPs

Table 1. Chi-squared test results (pronouns vs zero by human vs nonhuman per function A and P)
References:
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238-260. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins.
Siewierska, A. (1999). From anaphoric pronoun to grammatical agreement marker: why objects
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Siewierska, A. (2004). Person. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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(Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Germany & University of Hawai´i at
Manoa, United States)
The relationships of the Philippine languages have been a topic of some recent debate (Blust 2020,
the dispersal of Malayo-Polynesian languages through insular Southeast Asia. In one scenario,

This scenario would result in the Batanic languages forming a primary branch of Malayo-Polynesian
phylogeny. Furthermore, it has been proposed that Batanic languages are relatively conservative,
scenario, the initial Austronesian migration was rapid and involved sparse population densities.
Following initial settlement, subsequent population expansions are proposed to have caused
language leveling events resulting in a distinct Philippine group and later the Greater Central Philippines subgroup (Blust 1991, 2005, 2019).
In this paper we apply Bayesian phylogenetic methods to a dataset of 202 basic vocabulary
concepts from the Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database (Greenhill et al. 2008) to determine the
relationships of Philippine languages. In total, the data comprised 9425 cognate sets scored for 135
Philippine languages and 60 Formosan outgroups, with cognacy determined through the comparative
method by experts on Austronesian languages. We also sampled the presence or absence of each
cognate set at the ancestor of the Philippine languages throughout the MCMC tree search. This
produced a distribution of hundreds of possible reconstructions of the basic vocabulary cognate sets
present in Proto-Philippines. These reconstructions allowed us to estimate, with uncertainty intervals,
the proportion of Proto-Philippines cognates retained in each language as a measure of conservatism.
Our results (Figure 1) reveal that the Batanic languages are deeply nested within the tree, along
with the Central and Northern Luzon groups, and show similar retention proportions to the other
(GCP) subgroup, the members of which form a paraphyletic grade: other Philippine subgroups are
nested within GCP languages, and the common ancestor of GCP is the same as the common ancestor
of all Philippine languages. In contrast to previous hypotheses, Gorontalo-Mongondow, Sangiric and
Minahasan subgroups of Northern Sulawesi are recovered as the sister group to the “true” Philippine
languages. Our results are most compatible with an initial rapid expansion of Austronesian, followed
by Philippine languages expanding northwards from Northern Sulawesi approximately 3500 years BP.
Philippine languages.
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Figure 1. Summary tree of Philippine languages from Bayesian analysis.
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Does the comparative method work in New Caledonia?
Mikhail Zhivlov (Russian State University for the Humanities, Russia)
In a number of papers, George W. Grace reported the results of his attempts to reconstruct the phonological history of two closely related Oceanic languages of Southern New Caledonia – Xârâcùù and
Grand Couli [Grace 1981, 1986, 1996]. Grace came to the conclusion that “in this particular application,
Grace found 140 consonant correspondences and 172 vowel correspondences between these two
languages. 36 consonant correspondences and 32 vowel correspondences occurred at least 10 times.
es. If true, Grace´s conclusion that the comparative method can be inapplicable to closely related
languages bears serious implications for historical linguistics in general [Harrison 2003].
The author attempted to replicate Grace´s experiment on the basis of the dictionaries of
recurrent sound correspondences between the languages under discussion can be sorted into two
distinct sets. One set, consisting of trivial correspondences with no complementary distributions, is
predominantly found in cultural lexicon. Another one, featuring a number of complementary distributions and non-trivial correspondences, is found in basic vocabulary and most stable parts of cultural

between the two languages. This situation is similar to what has been described for Rotuman [Biggs
1965].
The correspondences between word-initial consonants in Xârâcùù and Grand Couli and
the reconstructions of these consonants in Proto-Xârâcùù-Grand Couli can be summarized as follows.

1. /v/ before non-labialized oral vowels, /m/ before non-labialized nasal vowels, zero before
labialized vowels.
2. /y/ before back vowels, zero before front vowels.
3. Prenasalized stops before oral vowels, nasal consonants before nasal vowels.
4. Voiceless stops before oral vowels, prenasalized stops before nasal vowels.

voiceless stops, except *t, became lenited, while prenasalized stops became voiceless before oral
vowels. Loanwords from Xârâcùù into Grand Couli postdate this shift, which makes them easily recognizable.
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Our conclusion is that the comparative method can be successfully applied to the New Caledonian
languages, well in agreement with the works by André-Georges Haudricourt and his followers [Haudricourt 1971; Ozanne-Rivierre 1992].
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Reo 29 (1986): 55–67.
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Reconstructing Oceanic grammar
Hedvig Skirgård (Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Germany)
Historical linguists have mainly been concerned with regular sound correspondences and the reconstruction of vocabulary, but there are also insights to be learned from reconstruction of grammar. In
this paper, we reconstruct structural features of proto-languages in the Oceanic subgroup using computational methods (Maximum Parsimony, Maximum Likelihood and Stochastic Character Mapping).
The computational reconstructions are compared to reconstructions derived from traditional historical linguistics and are used to measure conservatism of Oceanic languages. The results show that
classical historical linguistics is overwhelmingly similar to plain Maximum Parsimony, and we further
discuss what this implies for the methodologies. Contrary to measurements of lexical conservatism
structurally. This result is discussed in relation to the social dynamics of the region and the implications
of vocabulary being more salient as identity marking.
References:
Blust, Robert. 1981. Variation in Retention Rate among Austronesian Languages. Talk given at
The Third International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, Bali.
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Austronesian languages
Roger Blench (McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, University of Cambridge,
United Kingdom)
The musical forms of the Austronesian peoples are highly diverse but they are strikingly similar to
the internal divisions of the phylum. The music of Taiwan in particular is characterised by vocal polyphony, which is closely mapped to its multi-tongue jews’ harps. Most surviving groups on Taiwan who
retain their language sing in a polyphonic fashion. The exception is Yami, which is related to
the Bashiic languages spoken in the Luzon Strait.
However, in the Philippines, these polyphonic forms disappear completely and give rise to
uniformly monodic compositions. This is the case throughout almost all of Island SE Asia. Polyphony is
common among the non-Austronesian (Papuan) peoples. The other examples of polyphony in
the Austronesian area are in Timor, and on Flores, where there is clear evidence of a Papuan substrate.
The paper argues that the discontinuities in the dispersal of Austronesian and its interaction
with non-Austronesian languages closely map against music forms. A further example is given of
the instrumental diversity apparent in the Philippines and islands further south, in striking contrast to
the almost entirely vocal music of Taiwan.
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Penelope Howe (University of Antananarivo, Madagascar)
It is well-known that western Austronesian symmetrical voice languages allow syntactically transitive
constructions in both actor voice (AV) and undergoer voice (UV). But the question of what factor(s)
determine speaker´s choice of voice form in transitive clauses in these languages remains without
acteristics of verbs, clauses, or the actor and undergoer arguments themselves are highly predictive
of voice choice in some cases, none of the factors that has been explored in other languages has much
predictive success in Totoli. The authors suggest that this may indicate an oversight in the inventory of
ries, may correlate more strongly with voice choice in Totoli and provide further insight into the functional meaning of voice.
In the Central dialects of Malagasy, a symmetrical voice language in which transitive clauses are
split approximately evenly between AV and UV constructions, it is also the case that none of the traditionally pursued explanatory factors relating to discourse topicality (Givón 1983) and discourse transitivity (Hopper & Thompson 1980) provides a very strong prediction of voice choice when both actor
and undergoer are topical (in terms of referential distance and topic persistence). However, it is notable that AV clauses tend to be used at the beginning of discourse sequences to introduce or reintroduce referents. This is similar to an observation made by Riesberg et al. for Totoli: new participants are
event involving these referents is reported in AV, and subsequent events in the episode involving
the same participants occur in UV, although there is no obvious explanation for the change from AV to
UV. In fact, Riesberg et al. exemplify this type of pattern with an excerpt from a telling of the Pear
Story, and the same pattern occurs in the same scene from the Pear Story in a Malagasy telling of it.
This is shown in (1).

Here, an existential (nisy ‘there were’) introduces the three boys, and AV constructions describe their
nanampy anazy nitsangana ‘(they) helped him stand up’ and nangorona an’ilay poara
‘(they) gathered the pears’. The last action, however, which still involves the three boys and the pears,
is presented in UV: nataony tao anaty sobika ‘they put (them/the pears) into the basket’.
Many other such examples of voice shift occur throughout the Malagasy narrative data. One of
particular interest appears in (2), an excerpt from a Frog Story. In this case, the clauses describing
events involving the cow and the boy begin with an existential (which resembles AV syntactically: nisy
omby ‘there was a cow’), and then switch to UV (voabatan´ilay omby ‘the cow lifted [him] up;
nentin´ilay omby ‘the cow carried [him]’). An intervening comment concerning the cow and the dog
(rather than the boy) occurs in AV (ilay alika manenjika an’ilay omby ‘the dog chases the cow’), but the
speaker switches back to UV to continue describing the events involving the cow and the boy (nazeran’ilay omby ‘the cow threw [the boy] down’). These voice alternations support the idea that it is the
later events in a sequence involving a consistent set of participants that appear in UV. When an event
the speaker switches back to AV.
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This talk will give a brief review of Central Malagasy voice constructions and the topicality and transitivity features associated with them and will then explore patterns of voice alternations such as those
described above in oral narrative data, assessing the degree to which discourse structure may play
a role in voice selection. In particular, it will consider whether voice alternation in Central Malagasy can
be said to demarcate episode boundaries and participant shifts, and it will begin to compare patterns
in Central Malagasy with those in the Northern Malagasy dialects, in which the syntactic details of
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(Universität zu Köln, Germany)
In many other western Austronesian symmetrical voice languages, a systematic distinction is made
between predicates referring to dynamic eventualities where the agentive argument lacks full control
of the event denoted by the predicate, and those where this is not the case. The former are known by
a variety of labels, including accidental, involuntary, non-volitional, abilitative or potentive predicates.
Here the term potentive is used, following Rubino (1997) and Himmelmann (2004).
Example (1) from Totoli (northern Central Sulawesi, Indonesia) provides an illustration. In (1)b
the potentive marking on the predicate explicitly signals that the mother was not in full control of
the slicing action.
(1)

a.

Inangku
nanaip
Inang=ku
noN-taip
mother=1s.GEN
AV.RLS-slice
‘My mother sliced a/the mango.’

taipang.
taipang
mango

b.

Nikataipan
inangku
taipang.
ni-ko-taip-an
inang=ku
taipang
RLS-POT-slice-UV2 mother=1s.GEN
mango
‘My mother accidentally sliced a/the mango.’

The precise semantic analysis of potentive constructions in Austronesian is still in its infancy
(the major insight available so far being that they are necessarily cumulative, unlike their non-potenargument marking (DAM) in line with the fact that Austronesian symmetrical voice languages mark
important semantic role information on the verb (rather than on the argument expression itself).
The key observation for the proposed analysis is that non-potentive dynamic predicates (as in
1a) do not encode agent control, but only implicate it. The default reading for (1)a is that the agent was
in full control of the action, but this is not necessarily so, as shown by the fact that the control implicature can be cancelled. This is illustrated in (2) where the non-potentive form monginum is used in reference to an accidental action.
(2)

Ingga
nitunggaanku
ingga
ni-tungga-an=ku
NEG
RLS-intention-APPL2=1s.GEN
‘I accidentally drank poison.’

monginum
moN-inum
AV-drink

rasung.
rasung
poison

may be tempting to link it to the semantic role entailments of the verb, especially when recalling that
according to Dowty (1991) volitionality is one of the central verb entailments that distinguishes
the two proto-roles Agent and Patient.
In this paper, we argue that the control implicature is primarily linked to the animacy of
the actor argument of a given predicate: potentive marking typically occurs only in constructions with
animate actors. That is, control is generally not at issue if the eventuality expressed by a given predication does not involve an animate argument, regardless of the semantic role entailments of the predicate. As a consequence, potentive marking in clauses with non-animate actors is only found in excep-
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be construed as controlling the eventuality they are involved in. Animacy and humanness are, of
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(Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic)
This paper investigates language contact between an Austronesian lingua franca, Alor Malay, and
a Papuan vernacular, Abui, in the East Nusantara region of Indonesia. Increased bilingualism in the last
50-60 years has meant that younger Abui speakers are shifting more towards Alor Malay as the main
language of communication, and this is impacting various areas of their Abui grammar (Saad, 2020).
a highly isolating eastern variety of Malay, the Abui pronominal system is being reanalyzed by younger
speakers. The main question this paper addresses is: Is contact with Alor Malay simplifying the Abui
The rich indexation system indexes S or P arguments on the verb (Klamer & Kratochvíl, 2018;
constructions, such as Ata ha- wel

losing the hV- ~ dV-

Ata da-wel ‘Ata
hV- ~ dVhV

diri
Using data from 66 Abui speakers from four age-groups, (pre)adolescents, young adults,

uan linguistics. They provide an intricate analysis of how and why various features of a complex

verbs, an area which is under-researched from a contact perspective (Fabricius-Hansen et al., 2017, p.
4). Furthermore, given that many other TAP languages with similar systems, as well as a host of other
languages in Indonesia, are in contact with Malay and/or Indonesian, an interesting future prospect
involves the investigation of whether similar outcomes of contact are found across the archipelago
among Austronesian and Papuan languages.
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University.
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Marking linguistic boundaries in the Kohau
Rongorongo script of Easter Island
Albert Davletshin (Russian State University for the Humanities (Moscow), Russia)
Most known writing systems make use of some graphic devices to mark linguistic boundaries and
continuous writings of several characters separated by blank spaces, compositional units, and punctuation signs are among the most widely attested devices used for this purpose. Writing systems with
larger numbers of signs (Chinese, Egyptian, and Maya scripts) favour compositional units, those with
everywhere. The targets of graphic spacing can vary: lexical morphemes (Old Chinese), grammatical
words (Russian), syntactic groups (Mayan), etc. Prosodic and phonetic markers of language units are
likely to play roles in all cases. A writing system can use several graphic devices to mark linguistic entiKohau Rongorongo is the only writing system developed in the Remote Oceania prior to
the arrival of Europeans. This logosyllabic script remains undeciphered although the length of
the surviving texts is about 12,000 writing units separated by spaces, including both ligatures and
individual signs. Rongorongo ligatures consist of two-four signs (with only a couple of longer exama connecting line. Some ligatures result in an altered reading order as can be proven by the collation
of parallel texts. Some signs have special ligature forms. An “Appendage” marker is used to indicate

ligatures. Compilation of the author after Paul Horley´s drawings by his courtesy.
Two observations provide evidence against the intentional use and functional load of ligatures (cf.
Pozdniakov & Pozdniakov 2007: 13; Davletshin 2012: 247).
1.
Some Rongorongo signs form sequences of the kind ABAB, AAAA and AAA; here A stands for
one sign and B – for another. Such sequences correspond to reduplicated words of Polynesian
languages, such signs may stand for open CV syllables (Davletshin 2012: 254). The AAAA and
AAA sequences are almost always written with blank spaces between the signs, breaking
lexical roots and reduplicated words.
2.
Sometimes, a ligature is attested in disconnected form in a parallel text. Six observations, however, provide evidence in favour of their intentional use.
3.
Ligatures are extremely productive.
4.
The use of ligatures is consistent in parallel texts, although the type of ligature can vary.
5.
Likely phonetic complements tend to be written in ligatures with their host word signs (Davletshin 2012: 263-264).
6.
In the ABAB sequences, A and B are frequently written together, indicating the unity of lexical
roots.
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7.

Certain signs tend to appear before or after reduplications and thus they are likely to spell

8.
represent a lexical root in combination with one preposed and three postposed grammatical
markers (Davletshin 2019). When the marker is monosyllabic, it is written connected with
the root (117 cases against 3 in one context). When the marker is disyllabic, two syllables are
always connected, they also tend to be written connected with the root (23 cases against 12).

pilation after Paul Horley’s drawings.
These observations suggest that ligatures bear high functional load in the Rongorongo script; they
indicate syntactic groups, better to say, prosodic groups marked by stress (in Rapanui every lexical
root receives stress and every member of complete reduplications is stressed). The stress-unit hypothesis may account for the relative shortness of ligatures and the fact that lexical roots in reduplications
and disyllabic particles tend to be emphasized by ligatures. Non-continuous AA groups of AAAA
ties to make ligatures for signs of certain shapes. The last explanation also works for other cases of
not.
It should be noted that non-obligatory mirrored repetitions of asymmetrical signs (i.e. compotions for the graphic analysis of the Kohau Rongorongo Script.
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Tracing Wanderwörter in maritime landscape
(Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic, Kanda University of International Studies,
Japan & Institute of Information Theory and Automation, Academy of Sciences of
the Czech Republic)
Haynie et al. (2014) examined loan word patterns in Australia and California and established that one
on of so called 'Wanderwörter'. Wanderwörter usually make up a small proportion of the total vocabulary of individual languages, and only a minority of loanwords (Haynie et al. 2014:1). Importantly,
Wanderwörter are shared by languages in areas formerly linked by trade (Haynie et al. 2014).
This paper examines the loan-word distribution pattern in Nusantara, focussing on loanwords
from pre-colonial contact languages. The advanced state of reconstruction of Austronesian and
Southeast Asia (Greenhill et al., 2008; Blust, 2009; Blust & Trussel, 2013). Languages of Southeast Asia
have accumulated layers of borrowed lexicon throughout the past 3000 years from the prominent
of Old Malay, possibly including proto-Malayic, followed by Sanskrit, Tamil, Malagasy, Indic, Persian,
a primary source language, and as an intermediary for Sanskrit, Tamil, Indic, Persian, and Arabic.
We have compiled a database of frequent loan words from pre-colonial contact languages in
the languages of Nusantara. The data is drawn from the vocabulary and comments in the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (hereafter ACD, Blust & Trussel 2013). A representation of this pattern can
be seen in Figure 1. Because ACD is limited in its scope by its focus on Austronesian languages, it is
complemented with studies on non-AN languages, such as Robinson (2015) and databases such as
LexiRumah (Kaiping et al. 2019) as well as the available dictionaries of individual languages spoken in
Nusantara.
Our aim is to carry out the network analysis of our dataset and to examine the dynamics of loanword
We will investigate whether the lexical borrowing is always mediated from through Malay (and perhaps Javanese) or whether regional pathways and Wanderwörter can be detected.
References:
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Figures:

Figure 1. Distribution of loanwords from pre-colonial contact languages in Nusantara (ACD data only).
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David Moeljadi (Kanda University of International Studies, Japan)
This study tries to document the etymological information of loanwords from Sinitic languages in
Modern Indonesian language. It aims to provide etymological information in the KBBI Indonesian
to answer questions about etymology in general: what are the donor languages, when were
many other semantically related words, etc.
In the Indonesian archipelago, there are four major periods associated with external cultural
(4) European (Blust 2009). As we can see here, languages in southern part of China were the early
donor languages before the arrival of Islam. Honig (1945) notes that the Dutch archaeologist De Flins
concluded that the Chinese went to the Indonesian territory much more than 2000 years ago.
The Dutch scholar C. Lekkerkerker in his book Land en Volk van Java pointed out that Fujian people
landed in Indonesia from the ninth to tenth century A.D. (quoted from Toer 1960). Jones (2009) states
that the earliest instance of a loanword from Chinese into an Indonesian language is that of tahu ‘bean
curd’ which is attested in an Old Javanese inscription from the tenth century. Blust (2009) mentions
that gunting ‘scissors’ which is also found in Old Javanese texts that are centuries old, might be
borrowed from some southern form of Chinese. Since the early contact, we know that Chinese people
introduced food and tools to the people in the Indonesian archipelago. During the voyages of the
early Ming period (after 1368, during the reign of the Yongle Emperor), various Sinitic loanwords were
borrowed through trade such as opau ‘money belt, small wallet’ and honcoe ‘smoking pipe’ (Blust
2009). From colonial times, all documented varieties of Malay seem to have undergone some degree
I have compiled a database of Sinitic loanwords, especially those listed in the KBBI Indonesian
dictionary. The data is drawn from various sources such as Schlegel (1891), Hamilton (1924), Png
(1967), Leo (1976), Kong (1994), Jones (2009). I found that there are at least 357 Sinitic loanwords in
the dictionary; 85 words (24%) are related to food, 49 words (14%) are related to tradition and customs,
37 words (10%) are related to commerce, others are related to tools, clothes, body parts, kinship
terms, martial arts, opium, prostitution, and medicine. 310 words (87%) are from Hokkien, others are
from Cantonese, Hakka, and Mandarin.
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Kevin Baetscher (University of Hawaii, United States)
alignment is renowned among linguists. At least, the typical Philippine language has a consistent morphological realization of a given syntactic category. For instance, the patient voice in Cebuano is
-on
ni- in the non-future. In Cebuano, the voice and aspect categories are represented in a concatenative and transparent
fashion. This is apparently not the case for Kapampángan, whose voice marking system is notorious
for abounding with irregularities, creating a formidable barrier to language learners. This study breaks
the Kapampángan voice system down to transparent predictable patterns, reducing the irregularities
to a negligible set of exceptions.
Forman´s 1971 reference grammar of Kapampángan recognizes various stem types, but it
the agent voice may be unmarked or involve any of the following markers: mag-, magpa-, <um>, m-,
man-. Forman further distinguishes four classes of patient voice patterns, distinguished by whether
-an or not, and whether they involve vowel change or not.
These classes are presented as lexical, their distribution not being predictable. Accordingly, Forman´s
dictionaries, such as Samson 2011, follow in a similar fashion. This study demonstrates that this meticupredictable, albeit not directly obvious.
Two major obstacles in the description or acquisition of the Kapampángan voice system are
the facts that 1) many roots are abstract because they are never used in their basic form, and 2)
the suprasegmental feature of vowel length (here indicated by acute accent), undocumented or inadequately documented in many sources, is crucial in the derivation of aspectual distinctions. This can be
illustrated by comparing the agent voice forms of the verb stems lákad ‘walk’ and katak ‘complain’:
since lákad contains a long vowel, its prospective (future) form is lumákad ‘will walk’, which is
the historically expected form (cf. Ilokano pumánaw ‘will leave’). By contrast, the prospective form of
a stem without basic vowel length is formed by lengthening the vowel of the initial syllable without
kátak ‘will complain’. In the case of katak
minum ‘will drink’ vs. mínum
sínúlat ‘wrote’ vs. sinúlat ‘was
written’).
Another complication is the widespread formal congruence of the patient and locative voice,
resulting from the regular merger the PMP *e and *a to Kapampángan /a/, resulting in the phonological convergence of the patient (*-en) and locative (*-an
distinguished in the perfective aspect. For instance, the perfective form of tagalan ‘will be chased’ is
tégalan ‘was chased’, but the perfective form of dakpan ‘will be caught’ is dékap ‘was caught’.
stem to obscure the morpheme boundary. An example is the root uran ‘rain’ with its agent progressive form muran
um> was regularly reduced to m- in such stems, but in
a further step the resulting form was reanalyzed as a stem, leading to the reduplicated form múmuran
(instead of expected *múran).
Somewhat unexpected for a Philippine language but nonetheless following a regular pattern is
in>. Whereas long vowels avoid this contraction (e.g. sinúlat ‘was written’),
short vowels regularly show ablaut in the perfective aspect of the undergoer voices, where underlying
/i/ and /u/ shift to /i:/, and /a/ to /e:/. E.g. the perfective form of sulátan ‘will be written to’ is sílatan, and
the perfective form of tagalan ‘will be chased’ is tégalan.
-
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<um> (with its allomorphs described above), mag-, or man-, and the patient voice can be marked
either by (optional) i- or -an
ent semantic nuances (e.g. man- also has derivate function), a given verb often, though not always,
ever, these same categories also exist for other languages, such as Ilokano or Tagalog, meaning that
the level of unpredictability of Kapampángan voice forms is comparable to that of other Philippine
languages.
This study thus demonstrates how crucial a role vowel length has in Kapampángan morphology, setting a clear standard for further documentation, in particular for dictionaries. At the same time,
this study alleviates lexicographers from the painstaking process of documenting multiple voice and
aspect forms for each verb, because Kapampángan voice marking is largely regular and predictable.
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Itawit Particles and Adjuncts
(Cagayan State University & De La Salle University- Manila, Philippines)
The paper explores the lexical particles and adjuncts of Itawit, a language spoken by 189,000 speakers
in Northern Philippines. Analysis was based on spoken data which include utterances in naturally-occurring conversations, spoken-like data and narrative data. The paper highlights the semantic and
syntactic properties of Itawit particles and adjuncts. The discussion emphasizes the idea that these
adverbial particles can encode a wide range of meaning and that they can co-occur with each other.
Ngin, for example, may indicate completion of an action and recency of an action. Ngin may also co-occur with an independent personal pronoun and the negative existential and positive existential. It may
also encliticize with the adverbial adjunct sangaw and the locative chaw and with other lexical items.
tive, temporal, frequency and simultaneity.
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The case of Alorese in east Indonesia
(Leiden University, the Netherlands)
Alorese is the only Austronesian language spoken in the non-Austronesian speaking dominated
islands of Alor and Pantar. In this talk, I present the oral history of the Alorese people and how it can
be linked to the study of historical linguistics of Alorese. The end goal of the talk is to present evidence
layo-Polynesian (PMP) (Blust & Trussel, 2016) and Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) (Fricke, 2019).
ly suggested that they came from the west. They formed communities on the coasts as seen in
the local oral history about the kingdoms of Pandai and Munaseli (Sulistyono, To appear). They then
slowly spread to many pockets along the northern coasts of Alor-Pantar islands, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Location of Alorese in the Indonesian province of East Nusa Tenggara
Linguistically, Alorese is related to Lamaholot, an Austronesian language spoken just west of
the islands. From a collection of wordlists from 13 varieties of Alorese, I search for sound retention of
PMP and PFL on Alorese sounds and summarized several retentions as listed in Table 1. A dash (-) in
the table meaning that other sets of words are used in the dialects.

Table 1. PFL retentions in Alorese varieties
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From the table above, we see that varieties spoken in northeast Pantar, such as Helandohi, Wailawar,
of northeast Pantar is more conservative, compared to the other areas, such as in west Pantar and
ment of the Alorese people, which is also pointing to the northeast Pantar area.
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(Dili Institute of Technology, Timor Leste)
Kemak is a Central Malayo-Polynesian language spoken in the south-western part of Timor-Leste by
around 69,000 people (Direcção Geral de Estatística Timor-Leste, 2016). The vast majority of these
tionally speak at least one other language.
This research used a participatory dialect mapping approach (Truong & Garcez, 2012) to ask
speakers´ views on Kemak language varieties, determine perceived intelligibility and similarities, and
identify the language varieties used for inter-dialectal communication by Kemak speakers. The results
According to Kemak speakers, the Kemak language comprises ten varieties, which are marked
categorized into three groups in terms of their lexical similarities. The neighbouring ones tend to have
close lexical similarity and are mutually intelligble. However, speakers from the far eastern and far
lexical variation.
There are a number of categories of lexical variation between the dialects. Firstly, there are
/bue/ - eastern /boe/ ‘sleep’, western /basea/- eastern /basia/ ‘who’. Secondly, there is one common
consonant phoneme alternation between /t/ and /tj/; e.g. western /hatu/ - eastern /hatju/ ‘stone’. Thirdconsonant clusters; e.g. western /mde:dan/ - eastern /me:deda/ ‘heavy’. Fourthly, a few loan words
from Tetun Dili are found in some varieties either in full or incomplete forms, while other varieties use
Leolima and Kemak Atabae /rae brutu/, Kemak Balibo and Kemak Marobo /usa kumur/, Kemak Sanirin
/rae lian/, Kemak Kailaku /rae purumu/, Kemak Hauba /bira gnuhuru /, Kemak Leimea, Kemak Atsabe
and Kemak Leosibe /bira kumAuru/ 'thunder'.
Kemak speakers use their own dialect within the family, and with interlocutors from the same
variety. When speaking with people from neighbouring varieties, some continue to use their own
variety while others adapt their language to that of their interlocutor. However, when communicating

Portuguese or Indonesian.
Kemak dialects, inter-dialectal communication, dialect mapping
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